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1 
I. INTRODUCTION 
One of the principal tools used in scientific research is the collec­
tion of data through sample surveys, analysis of the data collected, and 
interpretation of the results. Besides this, because of the complexity 
and vastness of the problems involved, sampling techniques are being in­
creasingly used to provide data for planning and developmental activities 
in all fields. It is however clear that if the results obtained through 
a sample survey are to be of maximum benefit, all the problems involved in 
the designing of the survey, and the subsequent analysis of the survey 
data, will have to be carefully considered. Thus, in the course of 
statistical analysis, we are often in doubt as to the validity of some of 
the assumptions made, such as homogeneity of strata variances, the omission 
or addition of an independent variate in multiple linear regression 
(Cochran 1938)^ knowledge of correlation pattern from past experience which 
may be out of date, etc. In such cases, the statistician often takes to 
intuition and carries out preliminary tests of significance as an aid to 
justify the assumptions made and thus, hopefully providing a sound basis 
for subsequent inference. The inference made subsequent to preliminary 
tests of significance, is of course conditional on the outcome of the pre­
liminary tests. 
Although inference procedures involving preliminary tests of signifi­
cance have been extensively used for some time by statisticians and other re­
search workers, only in recent years and for certain purposes, have attempts 
been made to evaluate the properties of such inference procedure. 
Bancroft (l9^i'i) was the first to study to overall properties of inference 
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procedures which incorporated a preliminary test of significance with the 
subsequent inference of primary interest. He calls such procedures 
"Inferences for incompletely specified models" (1965). Bozivich, Bancroft 
and Hartley (1956), discussed the problem of pooling mean square errors in 
analysis of variance tests, for some incompletely specified models. 
Kitagawa (1963) has discussed several problems of estimation involving 
preliminary tests of significance. He gives an excelent bibliography on 
estimation procedures based on preliminary tests of significance. For 
more recent developments in this area, reference may be made to Bancroft 
(1964). A survey of the work done in this area shows that not much has 
been done in the field of sampling, except for some work by Ruhl and 
Sedransk (1967). 
We shall consider the problem of estimating linear combinations of 
variances and propose an estimation procedure based on preliminary tests 
of significance. We shall investigate the bias and the efficiency of the 
proposed estimation procedure as compared with the estimation procedures 
currently in use. Finally, we shall illustrate the theory developed here 
with some applications to Survey Sampling. 
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II. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM 
Let , j = 1,2, ... ^ be a sample of independent obser­
vations drawn from ^th unknown mean and variance cr^ ^ 
i = 1,2, ... ,k . Consider the problem of estimating a parametric function 
of the form 
? = iivi ' (2-1) 
where the w^'s are known weights and the k populations are assumed to be 
independent. Then, 
is an unbiased estimator of c? based on n^- 1 = f^ degrees of freedom. 
Often, there is some reason to believe that the k population variances 
are homogeneous, and under such circumstances, it is a common practice to 
use the estimate 
" "w lSl"i ' (2-3) 
k 
where s^ is the pooled estimate of if based on .Z f. degrees of 
W 1 1=1 1 
freedom. We shall call this estimate the always-pool estimate. If the 
assumption of homogeneity of population variances is not likely to be 
true, it is customary to use the estimate 
% ' ' (2.4) 
wnicn xs oi COUXSG UNOIASGO.. we snËiî.x ctu_j. CiixS c£>oxiiitLoc: wïc lïcvcl — 
A 
estimate. Obviously, will be the most appropriate estimate of Ç 
when the variances c? are a.11 different from one another, while will 
be the most appropriate estimate of § when the variances are homogeneous. 
It may however happen that neither the k variances are homogeneous 
nor are they all different from one another. It will, however, generally 
be the case that the k variances cr^ can be classified into t groups, 
1 < t < k , the variances within a group being homogeneous. Since the k 
variances are unknown, their classification into t homogeneous 
groups can be made either on the basis of previous experience or on the 
basis of preliminary tests of significance or both. Under such circumr 
A A 
stances neither of the estimates or is appropriate. A solution 
A 
that suggests itself is to have an estimate of the type for each of 
the t groups and then form a suitable weighted estimate. We shall call 
this estimate the sometimes-pool estimate based on preliminary tests of 
A 
significance and denote it by . If the information available from pre-
viousexperience indicates that the k population variances can be grouped 
into t homogeneous groups with 1 < t < k , there is no difficulty in 
forming the estimate • However, this is rare. The information avail­
able from previous experience may not be adequate to classify the variances 
into t groups but may be sufficient to know the ranking of the population 
variances. If the information available from previous experience cannot be 
used even for ranking the variances, the best that can be done is to rank 
the variances cr^ on the basis of the sample variances s? as suggested 
by Bechhofer and Sobel (195^0 and then carry out preliminary tests of 
significance to classify the variances into t groups 1 < t < k . 
In what follows, we shall therefore assume that the ordering of the 
population variances is known either from previous experience or on the 
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basis of sample variances, unless otherwise stated. For the sake of con­
venience let the population variances be ordered as cr^ < cr^ < cr^ < ... < cr^, 
-- 1— 2— j— — K 
Let 
\+lÂ 
r. 
J 
v(r,) 
w(r.) 
known constants associated with the preliminary tests 
of significance, 
the number of homogeneous groups into which the k 
variances can be classified on the basis of preliminary 
tests of significance, 
the number of homogeneous variances in the jth group, 
the indices of the variances in the jth group, 
the pooled estimate of variance in the jth group, 
^w " i&^i^yiEl^i • 
t 
Also, assume that l<t<k,r.>l, and .Z r. = k . The sometimes 
J - J=1 J 
pool estimate may then be defined as follows: 
k 
= iîA " 
- '^1+1,1 ' ^ ... 
, i = 1,2, ... ,k-1 1+1,1 
otherwise. 
In the following sections, we shall investigate the optimum properties 
of the proposed estimation procedure based on preliminary tests of signifi­
cance. In particular, we shall investigate the bias and the mean square 
error of the estimate a^d its efficiency with respect to the estimates 
and currently in use. For this purpose, we require moments and 1 ^2 
product moments of the type 
6 
E[{s=) ^ (s|) Hsp k|siys2 > X . , sj/s| > Xj^ ] 
These will be evaluated in the next section. 
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III. MOMEIfTS ATO PRODUCT MOMEIÎTS 
The evaluation of moments and product moments is by no means straight­
forward and involves complicated algebra. Even for the relatively simple 
case of two populations, when k = 2, the results are rather involved and 
the complexity increases with increasing values of k . We shall therefore 
first consider the case k = 2 and then extend the results. 
A. Two Populations with cr^ < 
In this case, the sometimes pool estimate takes the simple form 
i'iîlVi " 2 ^21 
(3.1) 
= iSl"l " '2/^f ^21 ' 
where s^^ = (f^s^ + + f^) is the pooled estimate of based 
on f = f^ + f2 degrees of freedom, and is an F-value corresponding 
to an a-level of significance for the preliminary test. Thus, we shall be 
interested in product moments of the type 
t, t I 
E[(sJ) ^ (s|) '^|A.]P(A.) ; i = 0,1 ; t^ > 0 ; j = 1,2 ; (3.2) 
where the event A^ and its complementary event are given by 
^o ' ^^2/^1 ^21^ ' 
and (3.3) 
4 : i ^21' • 
We now prove the following lemma. 
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Lemma 3.1 Let sf , be independent unbiased estimators 
of ; Cg , based on and degrees of freedom respectively. Then 
t, t„, f„ f, 2 20"? t. f. 
E[(sJ) l(s|) 2iA„]P(A„) = . t3, ^  
ana 
r2 
E[{3j)'i(s|)^== A^]P(A^) . *\'T* "rCji + t. )/r(^), 
where I (.,.) is the Incomplete Beta Distribution, p = — 
1 + 2 1 21 
and = l-Pgi . " f^c7| 
Proof Since , j = 1,2, ... ,n^ , are independently and 
normally distributed with mean and variance o"? , it follows that 
f^s^/o"? is distributed as Chi-square with f^ degrees of freedom. Hence, 
f^ fg 2 2cf t, f, f. 
the joint p.d.f. of s^ = v^ and s| = v^ is given by 
^1 ^2 
- 1 - 1 fnV f V 
'(v ,v ) = c„v V exp{ } ; v ,v e [O,*] 
1  ^ c 2(j2 20-2 -L 
(3.4) 
= 0 otherwise, 
where 
2 X f-
•"z - . (3.5) 
2C3-? 
1 
Then, 
t t CO CO f^-2+2t^ f2-2+2t2 
I = =2 I .r exp[_ ^  . 
° ^2 2<T? 2<r; 1 
Y~ 
^21 
9 
Making the transformation v^/v^ = z , integrating out from zero 
to <= , and noting that 
J \ r(f)/(a)^ , 
o 
(3.6) 
we ooôain, 
^ 1 
f^-2+2t^ 
fi+fz+zti+ztg 
2 1 
(3.7) 
Making the transformation 
X 
1-x ' (3.8) 
we obtain, after some manipulation, 
= C, 
f\+f_+2t.+2t_ 
IX 1 1 2) 1 
r 
Yzti 
V^2 
2 f " 
(^) (^) 
P 21 
- 1 
^2+2*2 
(1-x) 
- 1 
dx 
(3.9) 
f^+2t^ f_+2t_ 
^ 
20-? 
2 (-^) f f f 
^iSl -f-r(— + t.)]l (— + tg, 2- + t^) 
r(f) 
(3.10) 
10 
1 ''si To obtain E[v^ [A ]P(A^) , it suffices to observe that proceeding 
as before, we obtain exactly the same expression as in 3-9 except that 
the limits of integration are from zero to p^^ . This completes the proof 
of the lemma. 
B. Two Populations with cr^ j, (j| 
A 
For this special case we can define the estimate in a slightly 
different manner. Since we do not know the ordering of the population 
A 
variances, we can give the definition of based on a two sided pre-
A 
liminary test of significance. Thus, the sometimes pool estimate may 
be defined as follows: 
^ (1) „ .s/.2-,,(2) 
5* ' " sl/sf < % y^\ 2 ^21 
^12 
(3.11) 
where and are the F-value s corresponding to an a-level of the 
preliminary test of significance. In this case we shall be interested in 
the product moments 
\ '2, 
E[(sJ) (s|) |A|] . P(A^) ; i = 0, 1 ; t^ > 0 ; j = 1,2; (3.12) 
where A^ and A^ are the events given by 
Ao : < ^ 21'I ' 
and (3.13) 
a; : {s|/sf or J . 
Tftese moments are given by the following lemma. 
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Lemma 3.2 Let , s| be independent unbiased estimators 
of 0^ , ^ based on and degrees of freedom respectively. Then 
S[(3J)''^S|)''2|A;jp(A') = 
-1 -? A 
%- ^  t ) - I /„>,(„ + t , — -f t )] (i)^T " ^1' zT " • \(2)^2 " "i' F 
20-f t. f. f. 
Ji(^) - t.)/r(^) , 
and 
E[(sJ) ^ (s|) ^ |A^]P(A^) = 
(l)(f + tg, gT + \) + I (2)(f + ^1, gT + tg)] 
^21 ^21 
P 2^2 t. f. f. 
i^i(f-) + t.)/r(—) , 
where 
= —73111 ; 1 ^ • 
1 + 2 1 21 
Proof To obtain the first result, it suffices to note that 
if we proceed as in the proof of Lemma 3.1, we obtain the same expression 
( 2 l  
as in 3.9, above, except that the limits of integration are from p^^ to 
Pg^) . Thus, the first result follows. To prove the second result, we 
note that 
f -2+2t f -2+2t 
S t I » œ p f.V f V 
E(y^ Vg |A{)P(Aj) . Cg ,r dVj J exp{. — - —]iv^  
^ O xu xu _ 
12 
"2 f2_2.2t2 
- Cg f dVg r ^21 V ^ V ' exp{ — —lùv 
^ ^ " V, ^ 2 2 2,: ^ 
4F 
Since the first term on the right is 
P 2Pf t. f. f. 
and the second term on the right is 
E(TI Vg A')P(A') , 
the result is immediate. This completes the proof of the lemma. 
It is interesting to note that the results in Lemma 3.1 can be ob­
tained from the results in Lemma 3.2, by setting = 0 and 
C. Three Populations with 
For this case, the estimate is defined as follows: 
L = > '^21 =='1 > ^ 32 
= ^ iiz^i i '^21 i/i < S2 
= ^ f2 il\ * "3^ " < ''21 > Xjj 
= sf23 iii"i " ''21 ^ ''32 ' 
(3.14) 
where s^^ - (f^s^ + f^sp/(f^ + fj) , i / j , , 
and Xg2 are values in the bivariate F-distribution corresponding to 
13 
an a-level of significance of the preliminary test. In this case, we are 
interested in product moments of the type 
t, t t 
E[(s2) -(s|) (gZ) ^  A_]P(A_); i = 0,1; j = 0,1; t^ > 0 for every r; 
(3.15) 
where A , \l' &re events given by 
^00 • ^ ^ ^32' ' 
V ^21 i/i 2 ^32' ' 
«10 • > ^ 21 "3/4 < >^32^ ' 
> ^ 21 ^3/4 ^  >^32^ • 
and 
These product moments can be obtained by using the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.3 let s^, s|, and s^, be independent unbiased esti­
mators of cr^, o'g and cr^, based on f^, and f^, degrees of freedom 
respectively, f^ being an even number, then 
t t t 3 20-? t. f. f. 
E[(sf) %i) Agg]p(Agg) = "r(- + t.)/r(^) , 
E[(s^) (s|) {sp ^|Ag^]P(Ag^) = * *2' 2~ 
3 2cr? t. f. f. 
i«i(-^) + t.)/r(^) , 
1 
E[(sf)'l(s|)''2(sf)''3|A,„1I.(fl,„) =. [I„ + t,, ^  . t,) - t ] 
- - -  -  -  ^ 2 3  
O 20-f t. f. F. 
ana 
EL(S^) (S|) (S|) ^ JA^^]?{A^^) ^ TG, 2 ^ 
, 2cr? t. f, f. 
• ^ \)Mf) ' 
where 
*32 ^  t_of ' 
1.-^ 
^3*2^32 
1 2 3 8 = 0  \  f ^  
+ "fc — s — 1 
2 1 
f? fn+f, 
* *3' ~2~ * V *2'=-^) ' 
and q*2 obtained from on replacing by . 
Proof As before, the joint p.d.f. of s? = , i = 1,2,3, 
is given by 
fl ^2 ^3 
?— ^ ^ ^ 3 f.v 
fCVi.Vj^Vj) . Vj V3 exp{- iSi—) ; ^ fO'"] 
i 
- 0 otherwise , (3.1^0 
15 
wnere 
f. 
3 r 
^3 " i-1^^^ 
Then, 
\ ^2 
E{Vi Vg Vj3 
f „V„ nVr fVv\ 
32 21 + ^  -1 - ^® t + r 1 -O' o 
= Cj r Vg ^ e 2^2 dVg r V^ ^ e 2a| dv^ 
e 20-2 dv^ . (3.17) 
^21 
Using the fact that when n is a positive integer 
f» n -ax 
n -ax, y 
•I X c dx = ^ e X r=o 
o 
n+1 ' (3.18) 
and interchanging summation with integration sign, we obtain 
(- )r + 
2cr? 
r = o 
r(— +1^) 
(-
r(^ + t^-r) ^ 1^21 
(3.19) 
l6 
wnere 
o o 
(3.20) 
Making the transformation 
^2-, ^2^2 
+ —] = , (3.21) 
'^21 a'^ X 
we get 
I = q. 
21 ,r 
"1*^2 + t,+t„-r-2 -
1 2 
e 2a| av^ 
'32''2 5 rt,-l - % 
f e 20-? dv^ 
^21 ^  
+ ti+tg-r-l 
E[Vr 
— -rt^-r+tg-l 
A <^>2 /r(^) 
f. 
I < < ^2) • 
(3.22) 
Substituting from 3.22 in 3.19, "we have 
tn t t 
E(v^ Vj Ï33 
/i )-r , f 1 
~ ' tl-l r(^ + t^) f, _-r-l q.,~T-
r(f) r=o 
9^1 
+tj^+tg-r-l 
r(^.Vr) 
'21 r + t.-r-1 
IT 
E[Vr 
+ Vr+tg-l 
(3.23) 
But from Lemma 3.1» 
ECVj"! " ^ ^  •" ^32' 
" ^f„ ^ 
V r(^)r(^) 
• I . (^ + t3, ^  ^  + tj^+tj-r-l) . (3.2lt) 
Hence substituting from 3.24 in 3.23 we obtain finally 
t. t t 
E(v^ Vg |Aqq)P(AQQ) 
+1^^ +0^-"ï"2 1 TT- 4-t _ "T— 4tm—r~l 
f, f,+f^ 
I9# (— +*3' —2" ^ j ^  
To prove the second result, we note that if F(V^) is the probability 
distribution function of , then 
ly {i^Q^)r(AQ^) = Jvg^JFvVg) J { v^^cI7(v^) 
^32^2 
2^1 
18 
rat « t 00 t CO t œ t 
= fv "dP(v ) J V dP(v ) _fv^dF(v ) - jv dF(v ) _f v dP(v ) 
o V o  ^  ^ o V 
'21 21 
^35^2 t 
I V Cl?(v ) 
o 3 3 
r(^ +tj 
r(f) 
3' 20^ "3 t t 
- (^) E(v V 
=3 ^ 2 
t. t t 
Ao)P(Ao) -
Whence, substituting from 3.10 and the result proved above, we obtain the 
required result. 
To prove the third result, we observe similarly that 
V, 
_Z 
t t t I œ t X t ^32'2 t 
= .^2 ®(^2) I \ ar(v^) ,r ïj^iPCvj) 
^ . 
= t_ 00 t ^2^2 t_ 00 t-
= Jvg dF(vg) Jv^ dy(v^) J v^ dF(v^) - Jvg d?(Vg) 
o 
00 t 
'2 
^32^2 t. 
fv v^^dP(v^) J v^3dF(v^) 
21 
r(-+t^) t t V V ~ 
—jr (^) E(Vj Vj — < 
IX:^) ^ 2 2 
t, t t 
19 
Thus, by using Lemma 3.1 and the result proved above, we obtain the third 
result. 
To prove the last result, we observe that 
t, t t 
E(v^ Vg A^)P(Ajj^) 
12 
CO t„ X t^ CO t 
= fv ^dPCvg) / ^v^^dF(v^) jvgSdFfVg) 
^32*2 
00 t. 
= [vg^df(vg) Jv^^dF(v^) fv^dPCv ) - _fv2^dl'(v2) v^^dF(v^) 
0 o o 0 _2 
'21 
S 2^2 t 
T Vq^dFCVq) 
° A32V2 
21 
- ?v^'dF(v,) ) 
0 0 ^ 1 o 
f. 
3 ,fi, i r(^ +1.) 
1=1( f, ' 
1 
\ S1 
Vg |A^)P(A^n) 00' 00' 
tn t t I t t t I 
- E(VnSS^ Un,)P(An,) - E(v,W3|A^JP(A,^) 
, „ . 
Hence, from the results above, we obtain the last result. This completes 
the proof of the lemma. 
20 
From the above derivation, it is clear that alternative expressions 
for the moments of the type 3.15 can be obtained by first integrating out 
the variable v^ and then proceeding on the same lines as in Lemma 3.3. 
However, this would require that f^ is an even number. Thus, to obtain 
moments of the type 3.15, it suffices to assume that either f^ or f^ 
is an even number. If neither of the two is an even number, the results 
become extremely complicated and cannot be expressed in a compact form as 
above. 
From the derivation of the above results, it is also clear that the 
results for the case k > 3 are likely to be still more complicated. 
However, result 3.23 obtained above suggests a possibility of extending the 
results further. The result shows that moments for the case k = 3 can be 
obtained from the moments for the case k = 2. Using this divice in suc­
cession, it suggests a possibility of obtaining the moments for any value 
of k . 
21 
A 
IV. BIAS AM) mm SQUAEE ERROR OF THE ESTIMATE §. 
•* 
Using the results of Section 3; we shall now derive the expressions 
A 
for the bias and the mean square error of the estimate As before, we 
shall first consider the case k = 2 and then extend the results further. 
A. Two Populations, with cr^ ^  
A 
The estimate has been defined in 3.1. From 3.1 we then have 
A . 2 
Bias (§*) = E(5*) - , (i^.l) 
where 
E(t,) = E(t,|Ajj)P(AQ) + E(f,lA^)P(jS^) 
NoW) using the results of Lemma 3.1, we have 
.iE(s=|Ao)P(Ao) +^E(s||A„)P(Ao) 
f/f fp fn f/f fp f. 
= ^  + ^ ^ f) ' ("-3) 
E(sj|fl^)P(A^) =. "f (/, gT + 1)] , and (It.l,) 
E(s||A^)P(A^) = r)] • (4.5) 
22 
Let . Then substituting from 4.3 to 4.5 in 4.2, we obtain 
c _L 
after simplification 
E(§^) - f~ ~^®2l" ^ 21^"' ~ ^ "^i=l"^i°'i " 
(4.6) 
Hence, from 4.1, we obtain 
Bias il^) = + 1, r^^El- 2^ + 
We see immediately that, when w^ is poportional to , the estimate 
A 
is unbiased. 
A 
To obtain the bias of the always pool estimate , it suffices to let 
X —> œ in expression 4.7. It can be easily seen that lim q = 1. Hence, 
Bias (§^) = (fgW^-f^Wg) Y" (Ggi" l) • (4.8) 
Once again we observe that, when w^ is proportional to f^ , the 
A 
estimate is unbiased. 
If we set ^22 = 0 izi expression 4.7, we obtain the bias of the never 
A 
pool estimate . For = 0, = 0. Thus, 
Bias (t^) = 0 . (4.9) 
A 
This is to be expected since the estimate is known to be unbiased. 
Some idea about the behavior of the bias of the sometimes pool esti-
A A 
mate , and that of the bias of the always pool estimate , can be 
obtained from the discussion of a numerical exançle in the last section. 
To obtain the mean square error (M.S.E. ) of , we have 
23 
M.S.E. (Ç*) = E(i*-S)2 
= E[(5*)2j - LE(§*)]2 ^  [Bias . 
Now, 
E[{?,)•-] = E[(?,) = [Ag]P(AQ) ^  Er(ê*)2|A^]P(A^) 
= Ao)P(Ao) + E[(^iVf)®K>(A^) 
+ 2w^W2E(SJS||A^)P(A^) . 
Now, from Lemma 3.1, we have 
E(SJ1ao)P(AO) =• -^ \^.^T • r " ' 
E(S'2|AQ)P(A„) = ^  *2,^) , and 
E(s^s|fAo)P(Ao) = 0^1 - 1, ^  - 1) . 
Hence, 
E(sJ2]Ao)P(AO) = E[(^ifÇf5) = |Ao]P(Ag) 
4 
= P ' 2^ + 2) + 
fp f. 
24 
Again, 
r, ^+2 à ^ 
E(s^(A^)P{AJ^) = — 0-^ ' 2, 2^) , 
i. x\ 1-2 
E(S3(A^)P{«^) . — cr- l^J-, -.2) , and {k.lh) 
E(sfs||A^)p(i^). -1' F " • 
On substituting from 4.13 4. l4  in 4.11, we get 
^ ^ F' ^ Ç ip3,(F * F» 
, /2 % 
•  . > . « .  • "  
f_(f„+2) f, f. f, C 
' ^2 ^21^421^" + 2, ^ ) + e2j^Ip^^(— +1, - +1)] . (1».15) 
Substituting from 4.6 ,  4.7 and 4.15 in 4,10, we obtain 
"... (!.,. .1, ^  
25 
• f «1 • •'.? 
fL(f,+2) f, 28=^ f,+2 
I. (— +2, —)e|^ 
^2 '^21 ^ 
2C f. f, fp f. 
^ "^^21" ' — +1)]) 
. f (f +2) f f 2f f f f 
^2 ~ ^ ~ +1)621 
f2 ^21 ^  
f (f +2) f f f f 
" ^ \Jr -'"21- +]-' - +1)821 
f, t f f f 
+ r 2-'®2i- \i'2"' ÊT +1)] 
fp8,. f, f, f, f, 
-?- ""1' r'®2r \^^T' — +1)]] ' 
which can be rewritten as 
M.S.E.CL) f, f, 11 w, f, f, 
J = (— V r "s'^f * f) + ~\21~ 
- ZWglq^iCzr 
f, f, f, f, f, f, 
+ 2[(«j_ — - —)lg^^ (— +1> — +1) - (— +1' —) 
26 
T/f W? 
' 2(f^ + 8!,) (k.l6) 
Il Ig 
If we let Xgi —> œ , in expression 4.l6, we obtain the expression 
A 
for the mean square error of the always pool estimate . Thus, 
M.S.E.(i) f_ f, n 1 w, 
^1 
^1 ^2 
+ 2[(Wi - Wg f-) - + Wgie^i 
- [(f]_+2)[Wi(^ + ^ ) + - 2Wi]] + 2(^ + Gg^) • (^.IT) 
If we let = 0, in expression 4.l6, we obtain the expression for 
A 
the mean square error of the never pool estimate • Thus, 
M.S.E. (L) wf wf 
—r-^ ' 2(r ^ r 
B. Two Populations, with cr^ ^ cr| 
A 
For this case, the estimate ^ has been defined in 3.11. From 3.11, 
we have 
2 
Bias {%) = E(t*) - i^iW.o-2 ^ (4.19) 
where 
27 
£(?*) = E(5»|aô)P(AÔ) + E(Ç_|A^)P(A^) 
= E{sf3|A')P(A')Jj^v. + Ji»iE(s?K)P(Ai) (4.20) 
NoW; using the results of Lemma 3.2, we have 
E(s|3|Ai)P(A') . E[ I A']P(A') 
= i5l G(s=|A^)P(A') 
f^of f. f, f. f, 
= (i)(r 2-) - ^ (2)^~ 
21 "12 
fpFpr A fp 
"T"^^ (1)^~ ' 2" +1) - I (2)(- ' 2" ' 
^21 ^21 
(4.21) 
^2 ^1 
E(s|1A^)P(A^) = C^[I (1)(- .—+!)+ I_(2)(— +1, —)] 
^21 
( 2 ) '  
'21 
(4.22) 
and 
E(s2|A^)P(A^) = 
= ^ 2^^ (l)(f f) + I (2)(2^ ' 2^ +1)] 
"21 21 
(4.23) 
If we let o-^/o"^ = 9^^ , as before, and substitute from 4.21 to 4.23 in 
4.20, we obtain 
"l ^2, "l ^2, E(ç^) = F2[[^-{I ^ ^^(— +1, Y-) - I (2)(— 
POT Pgi 21 
t %^[i, /r' r ^ (2)'r' f +1)]^ 
2 "1 
' ^'"^2^ + (!)(—' 2- +1) + I (2)(r f) 
"21 •21 
28 
T [I T-) + I -5^+1)]] (i;.24) (i)^r 2"^ " ^ {zyT' T 
'lEl P2I 
After simplification and rearrangement of terms, we obtain from 4.1$ 
Bias (Ç.) = (%-%) (i)(f' 2^ - I (2)(r ' r 
^21 -21 
- (i)(r f) • ^ (2)(f 
^21 921 
Again we observe that, when the weights w^ are proportional to the 
A 
degrees of freedom f^ , the estimate is unbiased. Also, it is inter­
esting to note that if we set ^21^= 0 and ^21^= , expression 4.25 
is identical to expression 4.?. 
To obtain the bias of the always pool estimate , it suffices to 
set 0 and to let > m in expression 4.25. Thus, 
Bias (§^) = (fgW^-f^Wg) ^  (Og^- 1) . (4.26) 
If ve let ^2^)= ^22^ expression 4.25, we obtain the bias of the 
A ,A 
never pool estimate . It can be seen that Bias =0, a result 
A 
that is to be expected since unbiased. We notice that expression 
4.26 is identical to expression 4.8 above. 
Some idea about the behavior of expressions 4.25 and 4.26 can be formed 
from the discussion of a numerical example, given in the last section. 
A 
To obtain the mean square error of the sometimes pool estimate 
we have, as before, 
M.S.E.(5J = E[(S*)2] -tXL)? + [Bias(i)F . (4.2?) 
29 
îfow, 
EL(S*)2] = E[(E*)2|A^]P(A^) -r E[(tj^|A^]P(A^) 
= (ilV,)=E(s^3|A')P(A') + E[(.|,r.sî)^|Ai]P{Ai) 
= (J^w.)=E(s^2|A')P(A') . J^»fE(sJlA^)P(A^) 
+ 2w^WgE(s^5^|A^)P(Aj) . {k.28) 
From Lemma 3.2, we have 
il. fn+2 L fi fp 
E(S^|A^)P(A^) = -J- o-^[l (i)(— +2, —) - I (2)(— +2, —)] ; 
^ ^21 ^21 
E(s'^|A')P(A^) = -|- TgCl r ^ (2)(f' ' r *2)3 ' 29) 
E(s|S2|a')P(A') = cr%|[l +1, TT+l) - I (2)(f T ' 
P2I ^21 
Hence, 
il 1 f s^+f 
E(s^3|A')P(A^) = E[(J^ )^lAi]P(A') 
= Ji I ^ e(S=S||a')p(a') 
'^1 
= ^ [f,(f,+2)[l^)(-
^ ^21 
^21' 
2^1 
f_ f. f. 
2, f) +2, f)] 
2 
2 + 2) - I (2) (2^"' 
^21 
2 
' 2 +2)] 
f f 
_2 
9 +1) - I 
Pa' " 
+1, f 
(4.30) 
30 
Also, 
k, fl+2 Lr f? 
•i(s^!il[)P(A^) = f (l)^~ ' ^ - (2)*'" ' 
^21 ^21 
L, f?+2 k f? fi fi f, 
E(Sg|A|)P(A^) = — +2, —, + 1^(2)(— — +2)] . 
E(sfs|lA^)?(A^) = ^ %|[I .1, ^  +1) + I (2)(^ +1, ^  +1)] . 
^21 ^21 
Finally, substituting from 4.30 and 4.31 in 4.28 and from 4.24, 4.25, and 
4.28 in 4.27, we obtain after simplification 
M.S.E.(ÇJ f f w f f 
3 = (f- V T W2)t[(f2+2)[*2(f: + f) + f-][^  (!)(—' ~ 
1 ^ ^21 
P21 9;%. P21 
f, f„ f, f_ f. fp 
+ 2[(w^ Y - Wg —)[i (i)(— +1; — ^ (2)(r r 
P21 :PzL 
f. fp fn fp fn fp 
- ^1^  ^ (1)(—' — (2)(r  ^T  ^ ^2!^-  ^ (!)(" " '^2") 
^21 ^21 ^21 
- ^ (2)(f + ?) + 
P2I ^ ^21 
(2)(f - ^1^^ (l)(f f) - ^ (2)(f 
^21 ^21 ^21 
w? w50p, 
•'- 2(ri H- . (4.32) 
1 2 
(1) 
As in the case of Bias(§^), we observe that if we set = 0 and 
(2) 
^21 ^21' expression 4.32 is identical to expression 4.l6. This result. 
31 
of course; is to be expected. 
Again, if we let ^2^^= 0 and »-(= in expression 4.32, we 
obtain the expression for M.S.E.(%, ) . Thus, 
M.S.E.(Ç^) Ig _\r. ,1 , 1 \ , ^1-
= (— V T - f ) " —^ - ^2^®21 
^1 
fn fp 
+ 2[(w^ _ . Wg ^ ) - w^+ 
- [(fj_+2)[w^(|- + ^ )+ -|] - 2wj] + 2(^ + ^ (4.33) 
If we let ^21^= in expression 4.32, we obtain the expression 
A 
for the mean square error of the never pool estimate Thus, 
M.S.E.(§) wf w! 
We observe that expressions 4.33 and 4.34 are identical to expressions 4.17 
and 4.l8, respectively. 
C. Three Populations, with o"^ < cr^ < 
A 
From the definition 3.14 of the sometimes pool estimate we have 
3 
Bias(t^) = E(S*) - , (4.35) 
where 
3 2 
E(L) = E(sf^^|A^^)P(A^^).|,w,.+ E(sf^|A^JP(A^, ),Z,w^+ E(S2|A^, )P(A^, )w^ 
+ E(s^|A^q) P(A^Q)w^+ E ( 8^^ I A^Q ) P (A^g ) iEi^i^(^i |^l)^(^l^ ' 
(4.36) 
32 
For the sake of simplicity, ve shall assume that f^ (i=l,2,3) is 
even and of the form f^ = being any positive integer. Then, using 
the results of Lemma 3.3 and letting k = , we have 
i=l k 
k °'l ^100^ k *2^010* k^ ^ 3^001 ' (4.37) 
Gfsfz Aoi''(Aoi) = B( Aoi)P(A^) 
k^+kg i=l\® ^  ^ i roi ^  ^  ^ ^01 ^  
1 
Sqio^^ , (4.38) 
®^^3 Kl^^^^Ol^ " ^001^ ' 
" ^ 100^ ' 
kg+k^ ^  
+v i 1^ 
(4.39) 
j 
k_+k_f^2^2[lq__(^3'^2^^) " ^ 010^ 
'2 3 ^32 
33 
~ ^'*2^ " ^ ®100^ ' (^-^1) 
E(s||A^)PCA^) = r§[lp2^(ki'k2+ l) " Ig32(k3'k2+ + SoiO^ ' &%& (4.42) 
^ ^ 001^ ' (^-^3) 
Let ^2/^2 _ _ Then substituting from 4.37 to 4.43 in 4.36 , we obtain 
1 „ -1 ^ 1 
cr? j^[k^Sioo+ ^2^21^010"^ ^ 3®31^001 ^i=l^i k^+k^ ^^^2^^'^100^ 
^ " ^ 010^^ * i=l"^i'^ " ^ 001^^3 
^ ^ ^q^g(^3'^2^ ' ®100^\ ^  k^2^^2®21^\22^^3'V^^ " ^ 010^ 
+ kg8^1 (^+1,^2) - ^001^ %^i ^ " ^ 22^^'^2^ 
^ ^ 100^\ ^010^^2 
^ ®3I'"^P2I^ ^'^2^ " ^ ^001^^3 ' 
•which after some simplification can be written as 
K -, 
= w. 8,^ + rér- [I. (kp'ki+l) - Sinn] - In (kp,ls+l) 
E(S*) 
- -W^  br- r r, \ 
1 "2 "^21 - - ---' "21 
®21^k ®010 k^+kg ' ^010^^ ^  \ ^001^ 
3^  
.A 
^""2 "^21 ^100 ^  " ^ 100^ 
^ "^21^5" ^ 010 ^  iÇnE^^\^g(^3'^2'^^) • ^010^ 
^ k^+k^'-^gl^V^'^^ • ^010^ ^  ^ ^010" 
" ®3i^i^ ^ 001 
k. 
^3^k ^100 ^  ®21^k ^010 " ^ 010^^ 
"" ®31^^ ^001 k^+k^'^\22^V^'^2^ • ^001^ ' 
3 
+ .2 w.cr? . (4.44) 
1=1 11 
Whence, from 4.35 after some simplification, we obtain 
Bias(§^) w^+w^+w^ w^+wg+w^ w^+w^ \+'^ 
^2 " \^100^ k ^2®21®010^'" k k^+kg " k^+k^ 
•w w^ +w„+w_ w„+w_ w +w_ w 
^ ^3831^001 [ k " k^^^ " Vq2^^^2^ V^^^k^+kg 
w +w w w +w w 
" ^ 2821^^ - k;) ' + (k-^ - k;)\^2(^V^)] 
w +w„ w_ 
As before, we see immediately that, -when the w^ axe proportional to 
A 
the k^, the estimate is unbiased. 
To obtain the bias of the estimate %^, it is sufficient to let 
Xg^ —> CO and X_g —^a> in expression 4.45. Then it can be seen that 
35 
lïm . = 1 , for i = 1,2 . {h.ho) 
it follows that for t. >0 , i = 1,2,3, 
lim S, , , =1 . (4.47) 
^21-^ " 
Thus, 
Bias(ç, ) WT+W-+w_ w.+w„ w^+-w_+w_ w +w w+w w 
-Y~ ' ' •'2821^—k ^ " 5;^ 
. ,36^, [VVS. 
w. +W„ W_+W 2w w +w w 
^ •" kg+]y " ^3®3l'-k^ " 
Once again we observe that when w,. is proportional to k. , the 
A 
estiicate is unbiased. 
A 
To obtain the bias of , it suffices to set = 0 and = 0. 
It is easy to see that Bias^g) = 0 ; result which is to be expected since 
A 
the estimate is known to be unbiased. 
Some idea about the behavior of expressions 4.45 and 4.48 can be formed 
from the discussion of an example in the last section. 
We shall now find the expression for the M.S.E.(§^) . We have that 
M.S.E.(Ç^) = E[(§^)2] - [Z(E*)]^ + [Bias(E*)]2 . (4.49) 
E[(Ç^)^] - ^'-^^12 i=l^i'^^3®3^ ^01 ^^ ^'^01^ 
3= 
+ •w^E(Sj|Ag^)P(Ag^) + 2¥j(j^E^Wj^)E(s|2s||Agj^)P{Agj^) 
+ ïjE(Sj^|A^jj)P(A^g) + (j^Ï2¥j^)®E(Sg2|Aj^(j)P{A^g) 
We shall now calculate the different terms in ^ ^.50. From Lemma 3.3, 
we have 
0-^ 
""l 200 ' 
°^2 020 ' 
k^+1 
S 
"3 3 
002 ' E(s^ A^^)P(A^) = -f- (T: s.., , (4.51) 3 
00'^ 00' 1 2 110 
E(S^S|1AOO)P(AQO) , ajid 
E(s,^ d^ -|Aoo)P(Aoo) • 
Hence, it follows that 
^(^123 ^ 00 
37 
4 
-[k^(k^+l)S2oo'^ "2^^2'^~^®21^020'^ ^ 3^^"^^^ ^31^002 
+ 
^V2®2AiO^ ^ ^3^31^101"^ ^ 2^3^21^31^011^ ' (^'52) 
Again, from Lemma 3.3, we have 
^200^ ' 
IC [ *] 
Gozo] ' (4.53) 
E(SJS| AQ^)P(AQ^) " ^ 110^ 
21 
We see immediately that 
,,. .,. ,2 
(Vz) 
;{.EI1.|E(=J|AOI)P(AQ^) + a^kjE(sJs| Ag^)P(Ag^)! 
(Vs'' 
- Szoo] 
^21 
" ^ 020^ 
"21 
4 -  ?v k  f t  Ft ft +l .k  +1^ _ r .11 
"-1 2 21- Qgi' 2 1 - 11U--
CL.5L ) 
38 
Also, from Lemma 3.3  
L, _4r 
:(s3|Aoi)P(Aoi) q 1 002-' and (4.55) 
E(s|s^|Aoi)P(Ag^) =cr%|[i ^,1^.1) . 
21 
E(s^S^ Aoi)P(Aoi) CT|o-2[l^^^(l5;^+i^l5:^) _ SQ^^] 
(4.56) 
Using 4.56, we have 
^^^12^3 ^Ol^^^^Ol^ " k^+kg ^^3 I^01^^^^01^ 
" ^ 101^ 
^2®21®3l'-\_ " ^ 011^^ 
"21 
Further, 
4 
E(S;|A^o)^(\O' = 
" ^ 200] (4.58) 
^(4Ko)^%) = 
k?+l i, 
o,[l_ (k,,k,+2) - SQ2Q] , 
*2 2 *32 3 2 
k.+l 
1*10)^^*10) k " ^ 002^ " 
J 
(4.59) 
efrSeSlA \-o(h ^ - (T^n-SfT ^ _ q 1 
-'-2-3 I'10'"" "10' 2 3'~q22'"3 ~'"2 -' -Oil" ' 
39 
Using 4.59, we get 
E{syA^o>='(\o' ' 
2 3 
g 
0-^ 
[k,(k_+l)6!T[l. (k_,k,+2) - Sm,n] 
(kz+k^):' 2' 2 '21 *32' = ' 02° 
+ Zkgk^88^^[I (k^+1;kg+1) - SQ^^]] . (k.6o) 
Also, from Lemma 3.3 
B(sîs:|Aio)f(AlQ) = ' =='1 
E(s^s||A^o)P(\o^ = c^|o"|[l (k^+ljkg) - S^Q^] , 
Using k.Gl, we obtain 
^^^23^IKO^^^\O^ " kg+kg ^'-^i=2^i^i^®li\o^^^\o^ 
^v(^i^2Ko)^(^o) + Y(sMKo)p(Aio)] 
(4.61) 
kpïy^^2®21^^q^g(^3'^2^^^ " ^ 110^ 
Ir Û r T /'v V N _ O 11 Oi .<9^ 
"3^'31^-q ^"3 -'"2' "101"- • 
40 
Finally, we have from Lemma 3.3 
k_ +]_ 
E(8^|A^)P(A^) " ^200^ ' 
E(s^|A^)P(A^) = 8|^[1-I^^^(kg.2,k^) _ I^^^(ly;k2+2) + S,,,] , 
4 (4.64) 
^ ^ ^002^ ' 
(4.65) 
E(8^8||A^)P(A^) = ^i82i[l-Iq^(Vl.k^+l) - ^^^(^3^2+1) + S^,] , 
(4.66) 
E(s^s^|A^)p(A^) = + "lOl: ' 
(4.67) 
(4.68) 
Substituting the expressions 4.52, 4.54, 4.55, 4.57, 4.58, 4.6o, 4,62, 
and from 4.63 to 4.68, in 4.50, we obtain 
3 
E[(?„)^] (.2 W )2 
II = [^1(^1^^)5200+ ^ 2(^2+1)8213020+ (^3"^^) ^31^002 "^^^2^21 0- k'== 
-'- 2 
^101^^2^®21 ^31^011 ^ (1^+k )2^^ (\(\"^^) [(^2'^5200^ 
^2 (^2"^^ ) [ (^2"^^*^ )"^020 ^^2® 21 ^ ^ " ^no ^ ^ 
2 
w?fk^+l) 2w^(_.E,w_. ) 
" ^k^+kg 
LI 
W?(X+1) 
" ®101^ " - SQ^]] -r ^ 
" ^ 200^ " )2^^2^®21 ^2^^3'^^ " ^ 020^ 
+ k^(kg+l)82^[lq^ (kg+Zjkg) - Sgog] (k^+lfk^+l) 
jC jC 
2w I w . 
• ^011^^ kg+]y " ^ 110^ 
wf(K+l) 
- "lOl" + 
wf(kp+l) 
" ^ ^ 200^ ^  k^ * 
w?(k +1) 
•*• ^020^ ^  k^ ^002^ 
+ 2w^Wg8 2^[1-(kg+l,k^+1)-(k^,kg+1) + S^_Q] 
+ 8gi ^^"^121 ^ "^132 (k^+l Ag ) + S^Q^] 
Sùbsituting from 4.44, 4.45, and 4.69 in 4.49, we obtain after some 
lengthy algebra and simplification 
,A . , ^  
M.S.E.fÇ*)/?! = 
it^{(k^+l)S2oo[^ - - ^'i^lOO^i - Ç 
42 
"12 "l,, ^ rw" "Î2 , i. 
- vDtig - k^]) ' =^25iit(v^'=o2o[;^ " ;5 " ;| ^ f 
w!. w: 
(^p-^2,ic )[— -] T (k +l)l (k_,k+2)[—^ -] 
"32 3 2 K| 
- ^2\^(V^''^)i:ig - iÇJ - - ig] - ^2®. 
•^1 - - k| ^ kflî ^  lye^iKk^+DSoogC^ - -^ 1 + (1:3+1)1^^^(^2,^2) 
23 
" '"3\32<V^'''2'^k| - - ^3^001^1 - î|]î 
' V2\g^(''2'V^)[  ^- - iç] 
"21 
Woloi - ^  ^  - Wiool^I - + ^»31%^101 
' %2 • % ' Vs^ ' "^"3=100^ - - Wooitf • kg" 
+ 202^^033^(kgJijSQiit— - - — + ^ ] + %I_^^^(k3+l,k2+l) 
- k;]-%^^(k3+l,k2)[g^-^j 
- WoioCg - ^  - . ê) - Wool? - ^ g^&4li. 
-*•«- L^ aj ± o J 
(4.70) 
•where 
3^ 
W = -W^+Vg+W^ y 
^12 ""ES 
^2 " ^23 " ^2"^^3 * 
A 
To obtain the mean square error of the always pool estimate , it 
suffices to let —*"= and in expression 4.70. Then 1 
and q = 1 . This implies that all the Incomplete Beta Distributions in 
expression 4.70 are equal to one. In the case of the finite series S, , , , 
V2^3 
we know that when X —*-œ and X__ —, S, , , =1 for all t^, t^, jà 1 à 
and t^. Thus, 
(y r,. (],+!)[& . & "• - r« "12 
""l 
5 = [k^(k^+l)[— - —] + 1^(1^+1)[— - —] -%[k -
[& 
w?^ w? w, ^ w„ w„_ w„ w. „ w„_ w^ 
w, „ w. 
- 2k,«.[g^ - i]] + e! [k (k+i)[f. -12. :a + IS] + k (k +i) iis- :s] 
1 1 k,2 kj_ 21 2 2 ^2 kL k? ^ ^ k?„ k? 
w?„ wf_ w? w?„ w? 
% % K2 -2 
' J - • ^2''2fk|.-kf3-
Cj c 
TT2 VF W? W W 
+ Aq. [k_(k +l)[ ] + k (k +l)[ ] - 2k W-CT-
31 ^ 3 1,2 1,2^ 3 3 1,2^ 1,2 3 3 k^ 
-3-3^1 - %]] ^ -2X^V2^  ^- I -S ^ ^ - # 
- kf] - ''2"i[s-ig-kg^iç]-V2[| -
' Wsï- Vi^l -
-, Woo ^ ^  W? 
Vz'k - ^ Ç ^ iÇ ®a * iÇ ®3i • 
Lastly,to obtain the mean square error of the never pool estimate 5^ , 
it is sufficient to set = 0 and X^g ~ Th^n = 0 and = 0. 
Therefore all the Incomplete Beta Distributions in 4.70 are equal to zero. 
The same is true for the finite series S, , , for any values of t_,t ,t . 
V2^3 J- 2 i 
Then, 
M.S.E. (§„) wf w? -wf 
T 
D. Three Populations, with cr^ ^ (j| ^  cr^ 
When no information about the ranking of the variances o"? is avail­
able, we shall rank them on the basis of sample variances s? and then 
carry out preliminary tests of significance to classify the variances into 
t groups 1 < t < k . Thus, if s? < s? < s^ , we shall take the decision 
— — ' 1 J r ' 
d. . that the population variances are ranked in the order cr? < cr^ < cr^ ijr 1 - J - r' 
i / j ^  r, and then proceed to carry out a preliminary test of significance. 
Let d. . be a random variable associated with the ordering erf < cr^ < ijr 1 - J - r 
which takes the value 1 whenever sf < s? < s^ and zero otherwise. In this 1 J r 
A 
case, the estimate may be defined as follows: 
' Sljr " '^ijr = 1 . i 3 / 
(4.Y4) 
= 0 otherwise, 
where 
5^ 
A s9 8^ 
(4.75) 
'ijr = v! ' " V? f.'\3 
i j 
s^ s^ 
= -w.s? + (w.+w )s^ if —^ > \.. and — < X . 
1 1 J r jr g2 Ji g2 rj 
i j 
s? 
= (w.+w.)s?. + w if -^ < \ .. and — > \ . 
1 J ij r r „2 Ji .2 rj 
Si Sj 
= {V"j™r'^!3r " ;i ^  ''ji - < ^ rj ' 
^i j 
Clearly 
3 ^ 
' ^<-\3r ' ' 
So that 
3 3 
Bias(i) = 1) • P(\j^= 1) - iW? . 
and 
M.S.E.(i) = §)^|dy,= 1] • P(dy^- 1) 
. P(dUj2.=l) + 52 , (4.77) 
where P(d. . =1) can be obtained from Lemma 3.3, by putting t, = t - t = 0 ijr X c i 
and X.. = X . =1, and is given by 
k,-s-i k, 
=sio j Pjr Ijr 
"9: 
wnile - l) and = 1] can be obtained from 
4.44 and 4.0$, respectively. 
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A 
V. EFFICIENCY OF THE ESTIMATE 
A 
In this section, we shall discuss the efficiency of the estimate s* , 
based on preliminary tests of significance, with respect to the estimates 
A A 
and which are currently in use. We shall first consider the case 
k = 2 and then extend the results. 
A. Two Populations, with cr^ < 
Efficiency of with respect to 
Consider the difference 
DiCXgi^Sgl^ = [M.S.E. . (5.1) 
Then from 4.l6 and 4.17, we obtain 
2- + 
f. fp f. f. f. f_ 
2[(w^ — - Wg —)I (—+!.— +1) -
P2I " " P2I 
(5.2) 
Further, let 
 ^= — 2^. - — wg , (5.3) 
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an G. 
"ijCSgi) = "j) ' (5.4) 
Then, the expression 5.2 can be written as 
DI(À2I;.02I) = ^1(^21^^21"^ ^0l(^21^®21 
(f2"^2)(^ + ^02(^21^^21 " ^lo(®21^^21^ 
+ 2w^[-^ ^02(^21^^21 f^ ^(®21^®21 ^lo(®21^®21 
^lo(®21^ " f^ ^ 0l(®21^®21 f^ ^20(^21^ " ^ Ol(®21^®21^^' 
(5.5) 
We observe that if w^ is proportional to f^, 5= 0. Hence, 
\ A A 
@2^) = 0 and the two estimates and are equally efficient. 
Some idea about the behavior of the function when ô 
^ 0, can be formed from Figures 5.1 and 5.2 which show the graphs of this 
function for the special cases 6 = -5, f^ = 15, fg = 9, w^ = .25 and 6 = -5, 
f^ =15, fg =9, = .25, and = 7 , respectively. In what follows, 
we shall now study the behavior of the function An interest­
ing result concerning the behavior of D^(X2^,92^) for 6^^ —>1 and 
e [0,m) is contained in the following lemma. 
Lemma 5.1 For Xg^ e [0,= ), ^ i\(^21'®21^ - ° ' 
<—« y-v -Ç* T«T/^ T m 4 WW <-»  ^  ^C\ /3 n r« 
finite. Then from equation 5.5 we see that 
Di (À 211^2!) 
7 
Z 
Figure .1. Graph of the function D, (X„, ,9„) for 6 -• >, f, = 
f, = 9, w, = .2'^ 
>0 
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Figure ' % 2. Graph of the function ^ ' ^2' 
w-, 21 
02^^^ ô[5[ IggCl) " 
fp+2 f.-fp fo 
- -f- f7~ ^ 20^^^ " • 1 X 
Now, since ^ lia^ (l) = 1, it can be easily seen that 
2 6^f +f ) 
o°l"-2I'^> ' - f^f3 • (5.6) 
Similarly, it can "be seen that since ^ lin^ _I^j(l) = 0^, 
26=(f+f ) 
A'^21'^) ' - % ° =0'- (5.7) 
Thusj D^CXg^^l) tends to a negative quantity when » 0 and tends to 
zero from below when » m . To prove the lemma, it is therefore enough 
to show that ^ increasing function in . Let X^^ be 
an arbitrary finite number in the set [0,œ) and e > 0 be a small number. 
Consider now the difference 
^1^^2l'^^^^^ " ^ 1^^21'^^ = ô{ô [_—[1*^(1) - I^qCI)] + 
4 |^[I* (1)-I„,(1)] - (f^+2)(^ - &-) 
"1 " *2 *1 
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^^[lgl(l)-Ioi(l)] - f.^[l|Q(l)-l2o(l)^ 
- [l*3_(l)-Io^(l)]]} , 
where I*.(l) is I. .(l) with X replaced by À + s. It is clear 
IJ IJ cl. dl. 
that 
s - Ilj(l)] = 0" • 
It follows that 
262(f +f ) 
g l^Q[D^(X2i+eA) - f / 0" = 0 . (5.8) 
The above result shows that D^Cx^^^l) is ati increasing function in 
In view of 5.6, 5.7, and 5.8, we conclude that D^(\2^,l) < 0 for all 
e [0,co). This completes the proof. 
1. Behavior of ^ ]_(^21'®21^ ^21 fixed 
Let denote the derivative of Ij_^(02i^ with respect to 
G 21' f f 
Pgi — — +j-l 
S.j^®21^ " 60^^ij^®21^ " 60^ •[ f ^ fg 
21 21 ° p(Ti +i,.2 +j) 
ÎLi 1 %4 1 
1  . 2 2 ^ 6  
f, f_ • ^21 "^21 5821 ^ 21 
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^i-1 " 2  .  
(^2^21^ 
(5. 9 )  
2 '2 (fi821+f2t2l) 
Hence. 
6[ôa(82^)+b(e2^)] , 
'.-.'•here 
fi+2 2f 2f , 
*^20^^21^ f^ ®2lS.l^®21^ f^ ®21^01^®21^ 
(f2+2)(^ + ^ ^®2iSD2^^21^ " f^ ^10^®21^ ' ®2lS.0^®21^ " 
and 
2(fp+2) (f„+2) f -f 
b(e2i) = 2w^[ ®21^02^®21^ ®2l'^2^®21^ 
^10^^21^ 821^10(^21) S.o(®2l) 
2f, fp f,+2 
" ^21^01(^21^ • f^ ®2ISdi(®2I) • ^0(^21^ • ^01(^21) 
®2l'^l(®2l)^ • 
Now it can be easily verified that for finite, 
(5.10) 
and 
,k „ „ t , 2 
82^15.013(621)821 = 0 k < + j + 1. 
Using 2.10 and 5.11, it can be seen that 
a(B ) 2f f -8f -4f 
lim —^ = r -p — = a' say, (5.11) 
®2l"^" ®21 V2 
which is positive or negative according as 
^ + •^ < 1 or — + — > 1 . (5.12) 
^1 2 1 2 
Similarly, it can be verified that 
Now, we know that if „ Ijm, —% > 0, or less than zero, then f(8_, ) 
®21 °21 
is positive or negative with 0^^ approaching plus infinity. 
The above analysis shows the existence of a point 9Q such 
that for all 6^^ > 8_ , afGg^) ajid always positive, pro-
2 
vided J + — < 1 ; or afSg^) is negative and b(8g^) positive, pro-
h 2 
vided — + :^ > 1 . 
1 2 
Now, 6 can be positive zero or negative. When 6=0, the derivative 
is of course equal to zero. When Ô / 0 the conditions under which the 
function \(^21'®2i) positive are given in Table 5.1. Since 
21 
bfQg^) cannot be negative, it is seen that the derivative ^— ^i(^21'^2l) 
is positive as long as afGg^) and bfBg^) are both positive and 
ô g —]) U (0,=) ; or a(02^) is negative, is positive 
a 
21 
and ô g (O,- —y) • We have thus proved the following lemma. 
a 
Table 5.1. Condition under which (X„ ,8.^) >0 . 
± 6l cl 
6a(82i)+b(82i) a[6a(82i)+b(62i)] 
Case 1 + always + always 
Case 2 + 
6X) 
Case 3 
b(e2i) 
for s > -
bfe,,) 
+ for 6e(0,- 5^) 
+ for Ô > 
"(Sgl) 
b(0„) 
+ for 6 c(0,-
Case 4 never positive never positive 
Case 1 - for ô < - + for 6 < 
"(«si' 
Case 2 + 
6<0 
Case 3 
Case k 
- always 
never positive 
- for ôe(-
bfEL.) 
+ always 
never positive 
,0) + for 6e(-
$6 
Lemma 5.2 Let be an arbitrary but fixed number in the 
b(8pi) k ? 
set [O,oo). If either (i) Ô -rg—r) U (0,=) and — + < 1 ; 
/ tfGzi) 4 2 ^ ' 
or (ii) ô g(0,- —y) and — 4- — > 1 , then ^  0^ such that V02^> 0^, 
G rL(X?T,G,T) > 0. ôGgi "'I"'21'"21 
The above two lemmas will now be used in proving the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 5.1 Under the assumptions of Lemma 5.2, 
J 0Q such that D^(\2^,0^) = 0, and ¥0^^ > 0^, ®i(^21'®21^ -
Proof By Lemma $.1, < 0 for all Also 
by Lemma 5.2 above, we know that there exists a point 0^ such that for 
®21 ^  ®0 function — \^^21'®21^ always positive. This means 
that for 0g^ > 0Q the function ®i(^21^^21^ ^ increasing function 
in Since for 8g^> 6^, is increasing in 0^^ and also 
D^CXgiA) < 0, there must exist a point, say 0^, where = 0 
and for any 0g^> 0^, \(^21^^21^ ^  completes the proof. 
For a given value of Theorem 5.1 enables us to find a point 
A 
0' such that for 0_T> 0' the estimate is always more efficient than 
U dx U * 
A 
the estimate . 
2. Behavior of ^ i('^21'®21^ ®21 but fixed 
We shall, now prove a theorem analogous to Theorem 5.1 so that for a 
given value of 0^^, it will be possible to find a value Xq such that for 
A _ A 
the estxmaie is ai.ways more efficient than the estiiua,Le & . 
uL V JL 
We shall first prove the following lemma. 
5? 
Lemma 5.3 Let a', b' be defined as in equations 5.11 and 
- + 
1 "2 
h 2 5.13 and Bg-, be a fixed number in the set [l,m). If either (i) —
< 1 and 6 U (0,oo) or (ii) ^ + |- > 1 and 
b' ^ 1 2 
5 e(0,- p-) , then 
Di(0,e2i)>0 for 021 e S 
and 
D^(O,02I)<O for Ggi S , 
where S = U (0^^^,oo)} n [l,œ), 0^^^ and being respectively 
the minimum and the maximum of the roots of the equation = 0 . 
Proof From expression 5.5; we have for a fixed finite value 
of 821, 
f,+2 
°1^^21'®21^ °1^°'®21^ 6{ô[e|^(l- - 202^+ ] 
Further, 
f-,+2 
= —g- (a'ô^+b'ô) - 26^0g^4- [ô^(—Y—) —] • (5.1^) 
•à^  - 26= , 
D,(0,9„) = 6(6a'+b') . 
2 I" '"21' 
^®21 
First we observe that b' is always positive while a' is positive or negative 
2 h 2 L 
according as -^ + -^ < 1 or 3^ + 3- > 1. As in the proof of Lemma 5.2, 
2 1 2 1 
it can then be shown that the second derivative mil be positive provided 
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l- + ^  < 1 and Ô e(-=°,- U(0,m), or ^ > 1 and 5 e(0,- ^ ). 
2 1 2 1 
It follows that 0^(0,02^^), under this conditions, has its absolute mini 
at a point 0^ , given by ^(0,0^^) = 0 , which can be seen to be 
mium 
6821 "1' 
26 
^o a'ô + b' ' 
and has a shape as shown in Figure 5.3. 
Figure 5.3. Shape of 
The points (i=l,2) are obtained by setting 5.1^ equal to zero. Thus 
4i' 
f, + 2 
6 +A|ô2-(a'ô+b')(6 b') 
a'ô + b' 
, i = 1,2 . 
We shall denote by 6^^^ the minimum and by the maximum of the two 
roots. It follows immediately that 
and 
Di(0,62i) >0 if 621 e S 
D^(O,02^) <0 if 021 / S , 
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•where S = {[0^8^^) U H [l,m) . This concludes the proof of the 
lemma. 
We notice that Lemma 5.3 underlines the fact that can be 
positive or nonpositive, depending on the value of 0^^ . 
Now, let us give the following lemma which will be useful to prove a 
theorem analogous to Theorem. 5.1. 
LeTTïïTia $.4 Let 9^^ be an arbitrary but fixed number in the 
set [l,m). Then ^ lâ^ = O'. 
Proof Since 8^^ is a fixed finite number different from 
zero, it can be seen that 
.1^(821)821 - 0" , for all k . 
Thus, from equation 5.5 we see that 
262(fi+fp) , 
The proof is complete. 
Wow we are ready to state and prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 5.2 Under the assumptions of Lemma 5.3 and for 
Gg^s S , yX^sCo^œ) such that =0 and V < Xq , 
DiCXgi^Bgi) > 0 . 
Proof We can consider two cases: 
Case 1 - By Lemma 5.^' we know that ^ lim ^ ^(^21'^21^ ~ ^  
suppose that as goes to zero, the function D^^Xg^jGg^) becomes 
ctrictly pccitirs. Under the assiimptions of the theorem icnnw. by T.emma 
5.3, that D, (0,6 ) > 0. Thus, in this case there exists X^ satisfying 
60 
= 0 such that for ^ 
Case 2 - Again by Lemma $.4 we know that ^ lin^ ^ * 
Now suppose that as X^^ goes to zero \(^21'®2l^ less than zero for 
some values of Xg^, and ^]_(^22^^21^ greater than or equal to zero foi 
some other values of X^^. Since D^COjBg-j^) > 0^ then there again exists 
XQ ; the minimum of the roots of the equation = 0, such that 
for all Xg^ < XQ , \^^21^®21^ - completes the proof of the 
theorem. 
1 
• Efficiency of E with respect to 
B. Two Populations, with cr^ < cr_ 
A X d 
Consider now the difference 
DgfXgi'Ggl) = [M.S.E.(§2) - M.S.E.(t^)]/cr^ . (5.15) 
Then from 4.l6 and 4.l8, we get 
- f-"2 T'>\^ r^ 
- [(fj^+2)Cwj,(^ + j) + T *1)]) 
(5.16) 
~2 ^1 As before, let 5 = — w^ and 
^ij (Ggi) ^"^ij^^21^ '2 ' (5-17) 
6l 
Then expression $.l6 can be written as 
2^0 (821) ^11 ^01 '^^ 21^ 2^1 
(f2+ 2)(^ + ^ )Iq2 (821)^21 " \o (®2l)®21^ 
f +2 f "f £* 
+ 2w^[ I02 (821)821 f \l (®2l)^21 ^10 (®2l)®21 
^10 (®2l) • ^01 (®2l)®21 " ^20 (^21 ) ~ ^01 (®2l)^21^^* 
(5.18) 
As in equation 5.5> we observe that for w^ proportional to f\ , 6 = 0 
This means that the estimates and are equally efficient. We can 
get some idea about the behavior of the function 1^2(^21^ ®2l) Figures 
5.4 and 5.5. These show the graphs of this function for the special cases 
6 = -5; f^= 15) f2= 9} "W^ = .25 and 6 = -5, f^ = 15, f2 = 9, .25 for 
^2^= 1,2, and 5. In the remainder of this section, we shall study formally 
the behavior of the function First we shall state and prove 
a useful result concerning the behavior of as 0^^ approaches one. This 
result is contained in the following lemma. 
Lemma 5.5 For e [o,m), Q 1^2(^21'®21 ^ ^ ' 
Proof As in the proof of Lemma 5.1, we shall assume for a 
moment that / 0 and is finite. Then from expression 5.I8 we see that 
f-,+2 2f 
n lini.D^(X,,,6,j = D^(X^T,1) = - 6{ô[-^ (l) + ^  ini (l) 
U 2^ ^ I—' ' '•*• .ta ^ ^ 2^ , I • 
f^ ^ 01 (^) '(^2'^^)(fÇ f^)^02 (^) ' ^10 (^)^ 
Figure 5.^. Graph of the function for 6 = -5, f^= 15, fg= 9, ,25 
i 
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Figure 5.5. Graph of the function ^ = -5, f^= 15, fg= 9, w^= .25, 
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± f* —2 
+ ^ iQ^^'d) - Igo^fi) _ IQ^^(I)]}. (5.19) 
Now, ^ liKQIJ^.^(l) = O"^ . Then from 5.19 we find that 
"21 ' " 
252(f.rf ) 
° =0 • (5.20) 
Analogously, it can be seen that since , lim I. ."^(l) = 1, then 
Xgi""* * iJ 
262(fY+f_) 
" ^1^2 ' (5.21) 
Thus, D2(X22,l) tends to zero from above as —*• 0 and tends to a posi­
tive quantity as —> œ . To complete the proof, it is therefore 
sufficient to show that DgfXgi'l) i-s an increasing function in . 
For this, let be an arbitrary number in the set lO,») and 
e > 0 be any small number. Consider the difference 
DjCXg^H- e,X) - DgCXzi,!) = (-1)6{6[^ [*l3„=(l)-l2^<=(l)] + ^  
6; 
- [*Iq^''(1).IQ^''(1)]]} , 
•where *1. .^(l) is I. .^(l) with X replaced by \ + e . Now^, it is 
IJ 1J ^-L cj. 
clear that 
Then it follows that 
SÔ^C-f +f ^ 
g (5.22) 
From expression 5.22 we conclude that is an increasing function 
in . Finally, in view of 5.20, 5.21, and 5.22, it follows that 
DgCXgiA) > 0 V e [0,co). This completes the proof of the lemma. 
1. Behavior of DgfXgi'Ggl^ ^21 but fixed 
The study of the behavior of the function ®2^^21'®21^' ^ given 
finite value is simpler than the analogous study of the function 
D^CXgi^Sgi). Lemma 5.5 gives us an assurance that for any Ô there exists 
a region in the neighborhood of 6^^ = 1, for which ®2^^21^®21^ non-
negative. Thus, based on Lemma 5.5, we can state and prove a theorem 
which defines a region, in the neighborhood of 6^^ = 1, for which the 
function DgfXg^jGgi) greater than or equal to zero. 
set [0,co), then o B q £ [l,*) such that ^ for all 0^^ < 9^, 
Theorem 5.3 If Xg^ i-S an arbitrary but fixed number in the 
DgCXgi^Sgi) > 0 . 
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Proof By Lemma 5.5 "we know that for any [O,^) , 
„ lim ) > 0 . Thus the existence of G' is assured. The 
—y d. cL Cl. — U 
analysis in detail can he carried out by considering different cases as 
®21 over the entire range from infinity to the point 0^^ = 1 . 
For a given value of Theorem 5.3 gives us a procedure to find 
A 
a point 9Q such that for 9^^ < 6^ , the estimate 5^ is always more 
A 
efficient than the estimate • 
2. Behavior of for 0^^ arbitrary but fixed 
As before; we shall now prove a theorem analogous to Theorem 5.3 so 
that for a given value of 0^^^ we shall be able to find a value Xq such 
A 
that for < Xq , the estimate 5^ is always more efficient than the 
A 
estimate 5^ . First we shall prove the following lemma. 
Lemma 5.6 If is an arbitrary but fixed number in the 
set [l,m), then ^ Im ^DgCXg^.Gg^) = O"^. 
Proof Since is a fixed finite nuinber, then 
= °  f o r a a y k .  ( 5 . 2 3 )  
Then using result 5.23 in expression 5.18 we obtain the familiar result 
ZôZffi+f?) , . 
This finishes the proof. Now we are ready to state and prove the following 
6? 
Theorem y.k Under the assumptions of Lemma $.6, 
3 [0,=) such that =0 and V Xgl - ^3 ' 
Proof By Lemma 5.6 we know that -whatever the finite value 
may be, ^ 2^^21'®21^ approaches zero from 'above' as approaches 
zero. We can consider three cases: 
Case 1 - Suppose that ^ lim > 0 and as goes 
over the entire range from infinity to the point = 0, ^ 2(^21'^21^ 
becomes strictly positive. Then —* 0= , 
Case 2 - Suppose that, for a given EL^e [l,=), ^  lin^ 
or ^ lim ^  < 0, and suppose also that as approaches zero, 
^^(^21'^21^ - some values of and < 0 for 
some other values of Then Xq is the minimum of the roots of the 
equation ° * 
Case 3 - Assume that, for a given [l,m), ^  lim ^^2^^21 '^21 ^ < 0, 
and as X^^ goes over the entire range to the point X^^ = 0 , ®2^^21'®21^ 
becomes strictly positive. Then XQ is such that D2(XQ,92^) = 0 . This 
finishes the proof. 
Finally, we shall state and prove an additional property of the func­
tion D2(X2^,92^). 
Lemma 5.7 If either (i) ^  + J- < 1 and 6 e 
h 2 1 2, ^ 
U(o,oo) or (ii) — + ^  > 1 and 6 e (O, - , and 9,^ is an arbitrary 
but fixed point in the set S^ = {[0,02^) U ,0=)] fl (0,œ), where 
Sgi'j 82^' are the minimum and the maximum of the roots of the equation 
DI(O>02I) = - ^2^"'®21^ = 0, then JX^e [0,m) such that V Xg^ > XQ , 
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Proof First, we can easily see that 
A/Cs^i) = 1 . 
Then, using this result in equation 5.18 we see that 
XgJ—>œ°2(^21'021^ = = (-l)5[ô[e|^(l - - 202^+ 
4w 
which is the same as expression 5.1^ except for the minus sign. Thus, 
following analogous arguments as in the proof of Lemma 5.3, we can see that, 
under the assumptions stated above, DgC®,< 0 for 6^^ e S^. Thus, 
the above analysis shows the existence of a value such that for all 
^21— ^ 0 ' ^2^^21'®21^ ^ ° ®21 ® ^1 * 
C. Two Populations, with o"^ ^ cr^ 
A A 
Efficiency of 5^ with respect to 
fl) ^2^* ^ 
From 3.11 we see that the set in > ^^l ' ^^ ere the estimate 
has been defined is 
L = (< < 4i'' ® [0'=)) • 
Now, consider the difference 
^1^4l^'4f'^21^ " [M.S.E.(ti) " M.S.E.(E*)]/a^ . (5.24) 
xiien, from and '< .33 we obtain 
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&)<r'r"^' + \(2)(r'f "2)]-2«2[i-i (i)d^ 
^21 ^21 -21 
(2) (f'f /) 
^21 
(i)(f ^ ^  (2)(r 
^21 ^21 
f? i"! f? 
" \[1-I (!)(—;— +1) + I (2)(—+1)] 
^21 ^21 
+ WgCl-I +1,-^) + I (2)(^ +^'f)^^^21 
^21 ^21 
- [(fi+2)[w^(^ + |) + /][!-! (i)(^ +2,^) 
^21 
^ (2)(f " ^ 1^^"^ (l)(f 
^21 ^21 
f. fp 
+ 1,(^+1,^)]]}. (5.25) 
If we introduce the variable 0^ defined in 5.3, and let 
^ij^^®21^ ^ ^  (h)^"^ ^ =1^2, (5.26) 
^21 
(^21) ^  ^ iô^^®21^ • 4Ô^^®21^ ^ (5.27) 
then it can be seen that 
70 
e|i + ('2l"®21 
(821)] -
= -Ssi) - ' (5.29) 
where the functions are obtained from 5.5 and 
5.18 on replacing by and X^^^ respectively. 
We observe once again that if is proportional to f^, 6=0. 
Hence = 0 and the two estimates and are equally 
efficient. 
Our first result concerning the behavior of , for 
Sg^—> 1, is contained in the following lemma. 
L^M For < > e L , ,^11^ A(4î''4f'®2l' 
/ o \ 
Proof T^rom LeTrana 5.1 we know that V X__'e FO-ool . 
g IM 2^1 (^21^^^21^ - from Lemma 5.5 we know that V Xg^^eCo,®), 
- DgCXg^^jGg^) ; it follows that 
V < ^ ^  completes the proof. 
1. Behavior of for ^gl^Agx^ arbitrary but fixed 
From Lemma 5.8 we know the behavior of the function ' ^21^^®21 
as 8g^ —> 1. It is of interest to state and prove a theorem about the 
behavior of ^]_(^21^'^21^^®21^ i^hen 0^^ > 1. First, let 
denote the derivative of "with respect to Then, using 
5.9, we have 
^ ^ s (1)( X 
6821 21' 682^ ij '21/ 602^ "ij '"21 
^i-1 
fn fp 
e(2r+i,2-+j) 
(2)if  
" 2 .  .  
(«1^^ 
[X-'] 
> .  (5.30) 
Hence, it can be easily seen that 
60 21 
D^(X2i '^^21'^21) ^'-^®1^®21^'^\^®21^^ ' 
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wnere 
(*21 ) " f^21®'0l' ''®2l' * ^'®21^2' '(®2l' 
+ f 82ia[o''^(®2l' ' 
and 
®21^' " ®21^o' 
Q^o' + ~f~^ 2o' " ®2lS3l' ^(^21 
It can be easily verified that 
=1 ' (5.31) 
and 
.4j'''(82l)»21 = ° +3+1 . (5.32) 
Then, using 5.31 and 5.32 it can be verified that 
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which is again positive or negative according as ^+|-<1 or + 
^1 ^2 1 2 
> 1. Analogously, 
"b, (Gp-,) 8w 
ThuS; with the same arguments as in the proof of Lemma $.2, the above 
analysis shows the existence of a point 6q such that for all 9^^ > 0^ , 
k 2 
, or 0^(822^) and 02(621) always positive, provided — + — < 1 
\ ^2 
a^(02l) is negative and positive, provided > 1. 
Ig 2 fll ^2! 
Proceeding as in the proof of Lemma 5.2, it follows that "gg^^l^^21 ^^21 ' 
0^^) is positive as long as a^(8g^) and are both positive and 
b (0 ) 
à e ^-JQ—y) U (0,m), or is negative, is positive 
^(621) 
and Ô e (0, —r) . We have thus proved the following lemma. 
Lemma 5.9 If < an arbitrary but fixed point 
in the set L, and if either 
^ l ^ ® 2 l \  , ,  \  ^ 4 , 2  (i) Ô e (-co, - /n—r) U (0,co) and -^ + < 1 or 
21^ 1 2 
^1 ^2 
(11) à e (0,- )) and + ^  > 1, then ^O^eCl,®) such 
that V 83^ > @0, ^  > 0. 
Lemmas 5.8 and 5.9 proved above, immediately yield the following. 
^ TTv>/^ô-y» Q c enTrm+.n nr»Q nf T.OTïïmfl ^ . Q , 
e[l,œ) such that = 0 and V 8^ ; 
We shall now investigate the behavior of the function 
G2^) when 8^^ < 1. First we see that for < fixed and in the 
set L, 
=1 • <5.35 ) 
Then, from p.28, we see that 
O^l^'^k^'^21 '®21^ " afSag+bg) , (5.36) 
where a^ = (f^+2)/f^ is always positive while b^ = (-4w^)/f^ is always 
negative. Looking at Table 5.1, it follows immediately that 6(ôa_+b ) 
is positive as long as 6 e (-«>,0) U ( ,<»). We have thus proved the 
^2 
following lemma. 
Lemma 5.10 If < > is an arbitrary but fixed point 
in the set L, and if 6 e (-<=,0) U ( ,m), where a = (f,+2)/f- and 
a^ à X 1 
bg = -hv^/î^, then 
Lemmas 5.8 and 5.10 enable us to state and prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 5.6 Under the assunçtions of Lemma 5.10, e[o,l] 
such that = 0, and V 8^^ < - °' 
Proof By Lemma 5.8, g Im ]_I'i('^21^>^21^^SgO - OY 
/1 \ (2) 
Lemma 5.10, g li^ o^l^^Zl '^^1 '^21^ ^  there must exist a point, 
say Ôq , 
8^ e [0,1], such that D^(x^];\x^p,0^,) 0 and V Bg^ < Qq ' 
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> 0. This completes the proof. 
2. Behavior of I]^(\^|^\x2^^,G2^)for arbitrary but fixed 
From expression 5.29 we see that 
^ ^ l(^21 '^21 '®21^ ^2(^21 '^2%) • (5.3?) 
It follows that for arbitrary but fixed values of 821'^4l^' behavior 
of 1^(^21^ Agi ^>822_) + ^2^^21^^®21^ the same as that of the function 
^1^^21^'®21^* the behavior of is given by Lemmas 5.3, 
5.4, and Theorem 5.2. We notice that for 8^^ e (0,œ), with a slight 
modification in the definition of the se'" S in Lemma 5.3, the three propo­
sitions are still valid. However, we can state and prove the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 5.7 If either 
(i) 4 + ~ < 1 and Ô e (-<=;- U (0,m) or 
il îg a 
(ii) ^  + |- > 1 and ô e (O, - and if arbitrary 
but fixed numbers in the sets and [0,m) respectively, where 
- {[0,0^1^) U (0^1^,°=)] n  (0,co) ^ 8^^) and 0^^^ are the 
minimum and the maximum of the roots of the equation 
= 0, then such that = 0 
and V < X^'^ D^CX^^X^^^G^) > 0 . 
Proof From expression 5.28, we can easily see that 
/ \ " ô{ô[e|^(l- f- - f-) 202^- f ^ 
4 f - 4 '  
^ 1^(9=1-1)) . 
which is the same expression as 5.1^ in Lemma 5.3. Thus, following the 
same arguments as in the proof of Lemma ').3, we can see that, under the 
assumptions of the theorem, 
,,, 11* > 0 for 821 e 81 , and 
lim Pi (^21^^21^021) 5 0 ^21 ^  ^ 1 ' 
^21 -> 4l 
= {[0,02^)) U (Bg^^œ)} n(0,m) , and are the minimum 
and the maximum of the roots of the equation 
^1^4I^^4I^'®2I) = 0^(0.021^ = 0, for \^^)= x(2) , The result 
follows from the analysis of all possible cases as ^ . 
3. Behavior of fixed 
From expression 5.29 again we have 
^^(^21^^21) " ^l(^k^'®2l) " \^4I^'4I^'®2I) * (5.38) 
( o \  
Thus, it follows that for arbitrary but fixed values of 821'^21 ' ^he 
behavior of ^i(^21^^^21^?02i) given, to some extent, by the behavior 
of the function , which we have discussed before. However, 
we can state and prove the following theorem. 
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Theorem $.8 If either 
(i) T- + — < 1 and 6 £ (-°°, - U (0,m) or 
Il ig a 
h p  v 1 (2) 
(ii) ^ + J" > 1 and à e (O, - , and if ^2V^21 arbitrary 
but fixed numbers in the sets and [0,m) respectively, 
then ^  such that ^ ° 
and V , D^(X<J',4f'®a' ^  ° ' 
Proof It suffices to note that, again 
_ 821 c Si . 
Then, the proof follows the same arguments as in the proof of Theorem 5.7. 
h. Behavior of D2(X22^;^21^'G2l) ®21 fixed 
It is also of interest to study the behavior of the function 
^1^^21^^^21^'^21^ •when is an arbitrary but fixed number and the point 
< ^ 21^5^21^ > varies freely in the set L. For this, we shall state the 
following theorem. 
Theorem [3.9 If either 
(i) ^  + |- < 1 and 6 e(-co,- U (0,œ) or 
il ig a 
(ii) ^ + '§- > 1 and 6 e (0, - ^ ), and if 6 is an arbitrary but 
fl fg a 21 
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fixed number in the set , then ^  a regior, say ^ contained in L 
such that V < G Rg , ^ ' 
Proof We knuw that, under the assumptions of the theorem, 
and for e , 
/ (1) (2) . 
DiUgi ^ 21 ' 21'' > 0 . 
- x(z) 
^21 ^21 
Thus, there exists a neighborhood of the set { < ^ 
contained in the set L, where the function strictly-
positive. 
D. Two Populations, with cr^ ^ 
A A 
Efficiency of with respect to 
Consider the difference 
,821) = [M.S.E.(%2) - M.S.E.(tj]/a^ . 0.39) 
Then, from 4.32 and 4.34, we obtain 
^ ^ i ^ 2 1 ^ ' ^ 2 1 ^ ' G 2 l )  =  ( - ! ) ( — f ^  f ~ ^ ^ 0 2 '  
- 2"2:oï'')(82i)]8§i + :[(wi - "2 
" ^ l^L' + ^2^10' ^^®21^^®21 
[(f2+2)[w^(^ - ^1^10' (821)^^" 
(^.40) 
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It is at once seen that if w. is proportional to f. , the two 
A A 
stimates and are equally efficient. 
A result concerning the behavior of , as > 1, 
is contained in the following useful lemma. 
Lemma $.11 If < arbitrary but fixed 
finite point in the set L, then 
Rroof It can be seen that 
~ " ^ ^(^21 '^21^ ^l(^21 '®21^ " ^ 1^°'®21^ * (5.^1) 
Hence, 
62^^1^2^4I^'4I^'®21^ " 1^2^^k^'®21^ l°1^4l^'^21^ 
"62^;^ A^°'^21^ 
= - + D^(X^^^l) - D^(0,1) , 
since each one of the limits in the right exists. From equation $.14, we 
have 
262(f +f ) 
Di(0,l) f f (5.42) 
12 
It follows that 
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iDgCXgi jXgl '^ 21^  ~ ^1(^21 "" f^fg" ' ^ 5.^3) 
To prove the lemma, it therefore suffices to prove that 
Inf {- ,1)} = • 
< ^ ^  
To prove this, we first note the following. From Lemma 5.I, we know that 
f2I (2) 
D^CXgl ,1) is uniformly nonpositive in 
, \ -262(f\+f_) 
, slim D (X^^^l) = j. j. , (5.44) 
^21 ° 12 
and 
, aim IL(x(2),l) = 0" . (5.45) 
Furthermore, from Lemma 5-5? we know that is uniformly non-
negative in Xgi^j and 
= °" (5.1.6) 
and 
, s 2ô2(f +f ) 
(.aiM D (X^f/,1) ^ (5.47) 
—^00 ^  ^1^2 
We now consider three different cases: 
Case 1 - Assume that —><» and = 0 . Then from 5.4$ and 
5.46 we see that D^(X^\l) - D C^x^^ D^ = O" . 
Case 2 - Assume Xg^^ to be arbitrary and Xgi^ = 0 . Then from 5.44 
and 5.46 we see that 
8l 
Di(xt2',l) - D^a^Xl) =if =0. If x(f>0 and 
( 1 )  ( ? )  fl) 2ô2(f +f ) 
= 0 , then . 
Case 3 - Suppose to be arbitrary and any number between 
zero and If ?^21^= 0 , we are in Case 2. Thus, assume / 0 
and starts to increase. Then starts to increase. Now, we 
claim that achieves its supremum at X^^^ = ^21^* s^e 
this we notice that for Xg^^ = Xg^^ , DgCXg^^jXg^^,!) = 0 • Thus, 
at xW = x(2) . Then, for 
(?) (l ) (?) (?) fl "l 2Ô^(f^+f ) 
Xgi arbitrary and Xg^^ < X^^% D^CXg^^l) - DgC^i A) > J-f • 
(  2 )  
Since Xg^' is arbitrary, the proof is complete. 
1. Behavior of DgCx^^^^Xg^^,02^) for X^j^^jXg^^ arbitrary but fixed 
We can state immediately a theorem based on Lemma 5.11. 
Theorem 5.10 Under the assumptions of Lemma 5.1^, and for 
e^, Gg nonnegative numbers, ^  I = [l-G^,!^^^] such that 
= = 0' V BgiC I, I.3(X^J>,X^',62I) > ° ' 
Proof From Lemma 5.16 we know that q li^ l^2^^21^'^21^'^21^ -
Thus, the result follows from the analysis of all the cases when 0^^ 
approaches one from the left and from the right. 
2. Behavior of Do(X^^\xl?^, 9^, ) for 0„. .X^^^ arbitrarv but fixed J- L,J. ZLJ. C± £.X 
For fixed quantities 0^^ and Xg^^ , we see from equation 5.^1 that 
82 
'®2l' " »lt®'«2l' • (5.^8) 
Th-os, tile behavior of been given, to some extent 
in the discussion of the function 8^^) . However, we shall give 
the following result. 
L 2 "b * 
Theorem 5.11 If — + — < 1 and 6 e (-«>,- —) U (0,co) or 
^1 ^2 ^ 
^ + "I" > 1 and 6 e (O,- , and if are arbitrary but fixed 
^ 1 ^ (2! (1^ 
numbers in the sets and [0,œ) respectively, then e 
such that 
°2(^^''4"'62x' - ° V il : i 
> 0 . 
Proof First we notice, from 5.25 and 5.^0, that 
x(2) 
^21 ^21 
(5.49) 
Wow, from 5.27 we see that 
= 0+ . lim .. . 
.(2) . .(1)+ J 
^21 ^  ^21 
(5.50) 
Then, using result 5.50 in 5.^9, we see that 
(2) 
'21 J 
(0 )6{ô[0| (1 - I ~) 
2 ^1 
2021+ 
f^+2 hw^ 
J + (8:1 1)1 
(5.51) 
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ThuS; for and -under the assumption of the theorem it follows, 
with analogous arguments as in Lemma $.3, that 
(2)^ (I)'^^2^4I^'4I^'®21^ " ° * 
^21 ^  ^21 
Then, as approaches from the right, 
approaches zero from 'above'. The result is immediate. 
3. Behavior of I)2^^21^'^21^^®21^ arbitrary but fixed 
(2) 
As before, for fixed values of 8^^ and X^^ , we can see from expres­
sion 5.41 that the behavior of ^2^'^21^''^21^'®21^ ^8,s already given, to 
some extent, in the study of the function ^2^'^21'®21^ * ^ precise 
result is contained in the following theorem. 
Theorem 5.12 If ^ + &- < 1 and 6 £(-<=,- U (0,oo) or 
ll ig a 
l\. 2 1) ' (2^ 
— + — > 1 and 6 e(0,- —), and if @21/^^1 arbitrary numbers in the 
sets and [0,œ) respectively, then such that 
" 2 ( ^ 0 =  0  a n a  V  <  X ^ '  ,  ' S z l '  
> 0 . 
Proof It suffices to note that 
(1,2) + 
. (l)if f2).Ii3 (821) = 0 • 
^21 ^21 
Then, the proof follows the same arguments as tb-5 proof of Theorem $.11. 
h. Behavior of ^2^'*'21^''^21^'®21^ ®21 ^^^trary but fixed 
For arbitrary values of 0^^ , a useful result is contained in the 
following proposition. 
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Theorem 5.13 If ^  + 1- < 1 and Ô U (O,^) or 
^1 ^2 ^ 
h 2 b ' 
—  +  —  >  1  a n d  5 e (O, r) ; and if 0 is an arbitrary but fixed 
^1 ^ 2 ^ 
number in the set , then e L such that V < %21^'^ZL^ > e , 
^2^4I^'4I^'®21^ > 0 . 
Proof From Theorems 5.11 and 5.12 w e  know that as 
or as 4l^^ ^®21^ " • Tb^s, there 
must exist a neighborhood of the set [ < ^ 21^^21^ > : = ^21^} , 
where the function is strictly positive. This completes the proof. 
E. Three Populations, with 
Efficiency of with respect to 
Consider as before, the difference 
DiCXgi^sg.621^^31^ = [M.S.E.(t^) - M.S.E.(S*)]/b^ . (5.52) 
It can be seen that if w^ is proportional to , when the differeces 
A 
kgWi-k^Wg, k^if^-k^w^ and k^w^-k^w^ are all zero, the two estimates and 
are equally efficient. The question naturally arises about the efficency 
of the two estimates when w^ is not proportional to . For this pur­
pose, let 
6 = kgW^- k^Wg = k^w^- k^w^ . (5.53) 
Introducing 6 in expression 4.70, we obtain 
,A . 
M.b.Ji;. [c.^ 
^ = 6[6A(X2^,X22,82^,82^) + B(&22/%g2'^21'^3l)^ ^ ' (5.54) 
8'. 
where 
kp k-j p"k_ _ , k_-k 12 ^ (kp~l) •] -| 
Sli W 
^®21'®3l' * " kpi^)^010^ * ®3i ^ "'^3"^^' iyk^ 'iÇj * îç'^02 
k, . n 2(k -k ) 
(621,831) - ^(k^+l) (- + i^)Soo2 kgkg^ 
kkjs 001 
k k 4k, k 4k k -k? 
+ :L(=21'»3l) + %^":i(»2i'%i) + - k^)^010 
+  s  }  
kkgkg^ 
^ [^4^ (| + 4)^110 ^ 5 4I(«3I) - <o(»3l) ^ %^100) 
. . (vx)^ (| . ^)B,o 
+ —i°„(e,j, (5.55) 
=^2 " " 
k, k K (k +1) 
" 2Ï^ "®21 'Bc^^^020' "kJ^J~^02^®21^ 
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^ ^ 3^1^20(621'831) l5_ ^01^^21^ ^  V ^10^^21^ ®31^ ^ V2 
""2^23 ^ 
"kk. 23 %2 0^0 31 k^' 02^21-31' kkg^ 002 
"2-^3.0 I%T(8,^,8,T) + % k "01\"21'"31' kkg^ 001 Snm Î + 801891 r-fk^O 
(Vy)' 
21631 kgK 
2 23 
k (k -k ) k -k 
^ll(®21'®31^ kgkg^ ^10(821'G31) ^^^01^^21'®31^ ^  % ^kkg^ 
-)s. kgk^/010 kk oor "21'2'-kgk kk^g ^110 
V^,c 
23 
k 
k^-kg 2(k,-k^^) 
^2^23 
^%(®21^ " ^ ^10(^21) ^^01(^21) V2(EEZ " kp^)^010 
^2(^3-^2) 
kk^2 ^100^ 
+ - Ms 
VV\2> % 
k^g'-lOl * 'kl^g ®100 •* Ms "' ®001^ 
(\+l) \2-3 .0 kk^g ®200 * k^g ^2o'®2l' 
g ^ 1= (0 ) 
kk^2 100 \2 10 21 ' (5.56) 
wf •wf •wf 
° iq; ^  ig ^ 21 +®3i' 
<i(»2l) ' Iq„(V3'Vi' ' IJ 
ANR4 
21 
(5.57) 
(5.58) 
^ij(®21'®31^ " ' (5.59) 
8^  
If we let —> 00 and > œ , in egression 5.54, we obtain the 
A 
expression for M.S.E.(ç^) . Thus, 
A 
M.S.E,(5^) 
= Ô[ÔA(oo,OO^0 0 ) + B(®,CO,jQnn )} + K • (5.Ô0) 
Also, if we let —>0 , X^^—» 0 , in expression $.^4, we obtain the 
,A 
already known expression for M.S.E. (Ç^) . Thus, 
M.S.E.(? ) 
-Ç = Ô[ÔA(0,0,82^,63^) + £(0,0,621,831)} + K 
w? wf wf 
=• ^ iÇ ®ii " iÇ ®3X • 
Then, from 5.5^ and ^ .60 we obtain 
\^'*"21'^2'®21'®31^ ^ ^ ^^^^^21'^32'®21'®31^ \(^21'^2'®21'®31^^' 
where 
\^^21'^32'®21^®31^ = A(oo,05^0^1^031) _ A(X2IA32^821'®31^' 
and 
\^^21^^32'®21'Sl^ ®^'°^'"'®21'®31^ ~ ^ ^^21'^2^^21^®31^ ' (5.63) 
From 5.63 we can easily see that expression 5.62 can be obtained from 
expression 5.5^ by eliminating the constant term and substituting S, , . 
1 2 3  
^^2^3' lijfGgl)' ^  ^ij^®21'®31^ Ilj(921'*3l)' as 
before 
<V3 ^ ' - V3^3 ' 
^i/^21^ " ^ " ^ ij^®21^ ' (5.6^) 
^iÔ^®21'®31^ " ^ ' ^ij^^21'®31^ • (5.^36) 
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1. Behavior of Xgl' ^32 art)itrary but fixed 
Let j(821 ^ denote the derivative of with respect to 
. Then from equation $.9 we can see that 
k^+i-1 k^+j 
= 3(k^+i,Yd) • (5.S7) 
Also, let ^j^®21'®31^ denote the derivative of Tfith 
respect to 6^^ . Thus, it can be verified that 
^(kg+i^ly+j)(kg8^^+ly 
Now, let us denote by R (fi ,0 ) the derivative of S, . , with 
V2^3 ^r2^3 
respect to 0^^^ . Then, we can see that 
/ t +t fk^+k -s-A t +k -s-l 
^ s=o \\+k^_8-l ) ^^21 
t +k -16q_ t +k (t.+k ,t +t +k_ 
.^1^3-3-1) ' 
^kg-s-l) (t^+kj^-s-l) t^-rk^-s-2 ÔPg^ t^+k^-s-1 t^+kg 
^21 09^ "^^21 % 
T-l I (t_+k_,t +t_+k.+k -s-l)} , (5.<59) 
21 q*2 
where 
^ (5.70) 
21 '®21 (ki»2i+V2l) 
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ana. 
t +k t +k -1 t^+t„+k +k -s-1 t -rt„+k +k -s-2 
(k^k^Xg^À^^) 8 22 ^^2^31^ ^2^21 
t^^t 2+t ^-fk^+kg-^k^-8-1' 
P ; t^+tg+k^+kg- s-1 ) (^1^21^31"^ V2® 21®3l'^^2^3 ^21^32^21 ^ 
(5.71) 
Hence, 
6 
Di(X?i,X3,,8,1,8.1) = a{5a_T+bgT} , (5.72) 6021 1""21'"32'^21' 31' I 21 21-
wnere 
\^ 21 \ 6021 ^ ^^2l'S2'®21'Sl^ 
j^{(k2+l)[ (j^ + + ÎÇ^)^^^®21®020"®21®020^^21'^31^^ 
' l::^2A2(«2l)+«l%2(«2l)] + (kg+l) 
^^^21^20^^21'^31) ®2AO^^21'®31^^ "*" k^î^'-^®21^01^®21^'^®2l'^l^®21^^ 
2(k -k ) 
^ kgkgg 21^10^®21 '^31 ®2Ao(G21/G31)] ^  ^ \(kk^ • kgi^) 
'-^®21^010"® 21^010^^21' G31)]} 
.n\ *2"*3 / 2 ^ 1 /, , s , ,1 , 1 
+ G^ik^Kk^+l) ^k„ ^  k^^^2^®21'®31^ ^  kk„ ^k k 
(G2I/G31) ^  k^kgg ^1^^21'®31^ " kk^^001^^21' 31 
•)R, 002 
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°31 ^ ^^21^011 ^^21 '^31 ^^  
4k k -kZ 2(k _k ) 
^ ^ *L ^'-^11^^21'Si^"®2Ai^®21'®31 ^ k k '-^10^^21'®31^ 
*2*23 ^ 
2(k -k ) 
®21%.0^®21^Sl^^ kgkg^ ^0^®21 ' ®31 ^®21^1 ^®21 '®31 ^ 
PI 4k^ k 
^\^kk^ " kgk^g) '-^010"®21®010^®21' ®31^ ^ kk^k^^ ^®00l'®21^001 ^ ®21' ^31^^^ 
1 rZk?(ki9-ko) p 1 o 2k 
ig' k % + iq;'I^W®2i®u.o'®2i'®3i'^ * 
2(k -k) 
®2lS.l^®21^^ '2i^IlO^®21^'^®2lS.O^®21-'^ ^ ~~k ^®100"®2A00^®21'®31^^ 
8_ 4k Kp 2(k -k ) 
^^\oi^®21'®31^ k ^\00^®21'®31 
r^~^20^®21^ " kk ^  ^k kr7^^200^®21'®31^ ^ (5.-73) 
k^2 J-2 
•^^^21 " • ôë^ \^^21'^2 '®21'Sl^ " 
j^[k^(k2+l)(^-^ - id^) C262ISO2O"®21^020^®21" k^k^g 
(k +l)(k -k ) 
^^^21^02(^21) ®21%2^®21^^ kgkg^ ^^®21^20^®21'^31^ 
®21*^0^®21'®31^^ k,„ '-^®21^01^®21^'*'^2l'^l^®21^^ "*" L-
3 2 
25 
^^®2I\0^®21'®31^'^®21%.0^®21'®31^^ ^  ^ ^2^kkp^ " k^k^g ^'"^^21^010 
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Nowj it can be verified that 
e^li$ .%/«21)821 = 0 , for r < kg+j+i , 
= 0 ' r <1=2+1+1 , 
^ "^'•'i'"'2'*3 • 
Thus, using results 5.75 in 5.73, it can be verified that 
and 
(5.75) 
15_ 
•which is positive as long as 
V^2"^3^2 ^ 1_\ + ^ 3"^2 A , 1_\ , > _%_A , 
^2 ^ ^2 ^2^23 ^2 ^23 ^^23^V^ ^2^2 ^2 ^2 
(5.77) 
lier 
= {< >: condition ',•>.77 is satisfied} , (5.78) 
93 
ITiU. 
= {< >: excluding equality, condition ^ .77 is not 
satisfied} . (5.79) 
Then 
I f  < ,  
and ^ (5.80) 
«21^ ° «S ^ ° ^ • 
Similarly, we can verify that 
Thus, reasoning as in the proof of Lemma 5.2, we prove the existence of a 
0 0 
point 822 such that for all 92^> 8^^ the quantities a^^ and 
are always positive, provided the point < k^,kg,k^> belongs to the set 
R^; or a^^ is negative and b^^ positive, provided < k^,kg^k^> e 
Following now the same arguments as in the proof of Lemma 5.2, we can prove 
the following lemma. 
Lemma 5.12 Let < ^ 21^^32^ be an arbitrary but fixed point 
in the set [ 0,oo) x  [0,co). i f  either 
(i) 5 G (-m,- -—) U (0,co) and < k^,kg,k^> e or 
(ii) Ô e (0,- -—) and < k^,k2k^> e , 
Then 
3 Ï e2i>9a'55^1(^21,X32,92I>03I) > 0 • 
94 
Let 
^31 " 56^ 
and (5.82) 
^31 " ôë^ ®1^^21'^32'®21'®31^ ' 
Then 
68^1 \^^21'^2'®21'®31^ " s{ôa^^+ . (5.83) 
Now, following the same arguments as in the proof of Lemma 5.12, it can be 
verified that 
a 2k (k +l)(k -k ) . 2(k -k ) 4k^ 
«31^ " ^  
(5.8M 
^23 23 
which is positive as long as 
^2^23 ^23 ^3 ^2^23 ^23 ^23 ^ ^23 
(5.85) 
b 4w k +k -k 
«3P" V ° if 
Let 
Rg = {< k^,k2,k2>: condition 5,85 is satisfied} , (5.8?) 
Rg = {< k^;kg,k^>: excluding equality, conditon 5.85 is not 
satisfied} , (5.88) 
Rg = {< k^,k2,k^>: k^+k2> k^} , (5.89) 
and 
95 
^3 " ^ ^3^ • (5.90) 
ThuS; again as in Lemma 5.2, we have showi the existence of a point 
such that for all 6^^ > 8^^ , the quantities a^^ and are both 
positive, provided < > e H ; or a^^ is negative and b^^ 
is positive, provided < k^,k2,k^> e (1 «, or a^^ is positive and b^^ 
negative, provided < k^,kg,k^> e R^ fl R^ ; or both are negative, provided 
< k^,kg,k^> e R^ n R^ . 
For 6 ^ 0, it can be seen from Table 5.I that the function 
5 0 
50~ positive, for 0^^ > 0^^ , if any one of the 
following conditions is satisfied: 
(i) < s (Eg n ly) and 6 e (-=, - U (0,=), 
b.T 
(ii) < k^,kg,k^> e (R^, n R ) and 6 e (O, - , 
b (5.91) 
(iii) < k^,kg,k^> e (R^ H R^) and ô e (-=,0) U (- ,00) 
(iv) < k^,kg,k^> e (R- n R^) and ô e , 0) . 
Thus, we have proved the following lemma. 
Lemma 5.13 Let < ^ 21^^^32^ ^ arbitrary but fixed point in 
the set [0,co) x [O,®). If any one of the conditions 5.91 is satisfied, 
then ge°^ such that ¥ 9^^ > «31 ' > ° • 
) U (O,0o) , 
^21 
^21x 
^21 
T^) U (0,=) 
^31 
(0,- ^ 31) , 
^31 
= (-",0) U 
= 
Ùi = 
(5.92) 
31 
ana 
= (-^,0) . 
31 
For brevity, we shall denote by p the point < k^,k2,k^> . Now, for 
Ô / 0 and for 0^^ > 0^^ , 0^^ > 8^^, both the d.erivatives of 
\^^21^^32'®21'®31^ respect to 8^^ and with respect to 9^^ are 
positive, if any one of the following seven conditions is satisfied: 
(i) 6 G flAj) and P G 
^^2 n ly) , 
(li) Ô G n il,) and P G («1 HR^ n R^) , 
(iii) Ô G (Al n A5) and P G HR^  n  R ' )  ,  
(iv) 6 G nA . )  and P G HRJ  n R^) , 
(v) ô G and P £ HR^  n R^) , 
(vi) ô e (^2 and P G (Ri OR.  n R^) , 
(5.93) 
and 
(vii) 6 G (Ap n 6 ) and p e (R^ H fl R^) • 
Let < ^21'^32^ be an arbitrary but fixed point 
Wow, we are ready to state and prove the following theorem. 
Theorem $.l4 
in the set [0,co) x [0,co). If any one of the conditions 5.93 is satisfied, 
then y < 8^^,8^y> e [l,œ) x [!,=) such that V 0^^ > 0^^, 0^^ > 8^^ , 
21/31 
^^(^21'^32'°21'G3i) - ^ • 
"31 
IMder the assumptions of the theorem both Lemma ^ .12 
'31 ' 31 
Proof 
and Lemma 5.13, hold. Thus, for all 0^^ > 0^^ and for all 0 > 0^ , 
9" 
both derivations of the function ®21'' with respect to 
Gg-, and. with respect to 9^^, are positive. This means that, for 6^^ 
and 8^^ > function monotonie increasing 
in and 9^^ . The result follows. 
2, Behavior of for Sgi'^Si arbitrary but fixed. 
First, we shall prove a result which concerns the behavior of the 
function jD^(^21'^32'®21^ ®31^ when and both approach zero. 
For G2^ and. 0^^ fixed, finite numbers different from zero, we can see 
from expressions 5.64 to $.66 that 
' (5.9^) 
and. 
^2"»° 
Thus, from equation 5.62, and. using results 5.94, we have 
oh<-^zi'h2'hi'hi^ ' ' <5.95) 
^2"^° 
where 
ôk 2w 
2k 52 
6k^ 'iw, k, 
C = ô[-^ ] , 
On 
20^ 
ana 
2 *12 2 23 23 
Co = 
^ ztz 
%! 
+ 
^^2^3"^23 ^ ^^3 ^^2^3 /I 1 \ 
= 6 = ^ - ^ 3 .  
and 
(X+1) 2 1 4+^ 
^7 " ~ (^2-^3^% •" k^ • 
ÏÏOW, from equation 5.95, we can see that 
6 
603^ °I(O'°'821'03I'  
âL "itO'O'Ssi'Si' = zce^i+BSg^+E 
j-L 
99 
DL(0,0,8^T,8,T) = 2A , 
GGg, ' ' 21' 31 
^ 0^(0,0,02,,03^) = 2C , (5.99) 
and 
g-g—Q—0^(0,0,821,631) =B . 
Thus, if we set Equations 5.98 equal zero, and solve for 8^1 and G^i , 
we find a point < 621^^31^ where the function 5.95 has its critical 
point. In what follows, we shall find sufficient conditions for the func­
tion 5.95 to be absolute minimum at the point < well 
known that for the function 5-95 have absolute minimum at < ®21^®31^ ' 
the sufficient conditions are 
4AC - > 0 , 
a..d (5.100) 
A > 0 . 
Now, we shall investigate the meaning of the conditions given in 5.100. 
From expression 5.9^ we see that 
5^k k 8wfk, Wk k Ô 2w k 6 
L-r^ 0 0 + c + 1 
V23 *^23 ^23\ VI3 
- c ] , (5.101) 
V23 
which will be positive provided 
k^k^ kf Uw,k„k„ 2w,k_ 8t;?k_ 
^ J ^ , J- 0 « m \c , ^ ^  
(5.102) 
100 
It can be easily seen that $.102 will be positive provided 
- kgC^ > 0 , 
and (5.103) 
2k?c c c, 8k c 
kk (kgCiC^-kgC^) < 0 . 
So far, we have sufficient conditions for the discriminant in expres­
sions 5.100,to be positive. Now, let us analyze the condition A > 0 . 
From equations 5.96, we see that 
where 
A = ô(ôa2+ bg) , (5.104) 
k 2w 
= —=1 and "2=1^^=2 • (5-105) 
Let 
and 
bp 
An = (-«>,- —) U (0,co) , 
X ag 
° 4' ' (5.106) 
bp 
A' = (-=^0) U (- — ,co) 
3 *2 
A4 = (- ' 0) . 
Thus, from Table 5.1, we see that A is positive if: a^ and b^ are both 
positive and 6 e ; or a^ is negative, b^ is positive and 6 e Ag ; or 
Sg is positive, bg is. negative and 6 £ j or a^ and b^ are both negative 
and 6 e Aj'^ . Let also 
R|, = {p: conditions 5-103 are both satisfied] 
^ (5,107) 
Be = (p: > 0 and c^ > 0} , Rg = {p: c^ < 0 and c^ > 0 ] , 
101 
By = [p: > 0 and Cg <0} , 
and 
Eg = [p: < 0 and C- < O} , 
Then; D^^O,0,82^,6^^) has its absolute minimum at < 
one of the following conditions is satisfied. 
(i) 6 e and p e H , 
(ii) Ô e A' and p e (R, fl R<) , 
2 ^ b (5.108) 
(iii) Ô G A^ and p e (Rj^ H r^ ) , 
and 
(iv) Ô G A^ and p G (R^ ^ fl Rg) . 
Now consider the following equation 
0^(0,0,621,631) = 0 . (5.109) 
Thus, equation 5.IO9 defines a closed curve in the plane { < 62i>62i>} 
such that, under the conditions 5.IO8, for any point < G21'^31^ ' ^ 
point of the set bounded by 5.109, ^ 1(0,0^ôgi,G^i) < 0 . Also, for any 
point in the complement of this set, 1)1(0,0,821,831) > 0 . Let 
^2 = {< ^ liinit point of the set bounded by 5.109], 
and (5.110) 
S3 = Sg n {[l,œ) X [1,03)3 , where S2 A Sg = 0 . 
Thus, we have proved the following lemma. 
LPTTiTTifl. 5.14 If any one of the conditions 5.108 is satisfied, 
and if < 9^i,63i> is a fixed point in the set [l,®) X [l,m), then 
X iV^O ^1^^21'^32'®21'®31^ ^  ° ' for < Ggi.G^i)- G S3 , 
X3,-,0 
and 
102 
2^"^ ° 
As before, we notice that Lemma $.l4 emphasizes the fact that 
can be positive or nonpositive, depending on the set -where 
the point < contained. 
Now, we are ready to state and prove a result which concerns a region, 
A 
in and , where the estimate is at least as efficient as the 
A 
always pool estimate . 
Theorem [).15 Under the assm^tions of Lemma 5.1^; and for 
< 822,8^2^ an arbitrary but fixed point in the set , 
< ^ 21^^32^ ® [0,=) X [0,co) such that e2j^,02j_) = 0 and 
V < %21'^32^^ ^21 - ^21 ^2 - ^2' ^1^^21'S2'®21'SI^ -
Proof We know from Lemma 5.14 that D^^O,0,822)8^1) ^  0, for 
< 621'®31^ ® ^3* it is easy to verify that 
X2ji^®\'*'21'''32'®21'®32' ° ° • 
^32"^° 
Thus, the proof of the theorem consists in the analysis of all the possible 
cases as A,22 ^32 ^ PP^o3,ch zero. The result follows since 
01(0,0,821,831) > 0 . 
103 
F. Three Populations, with erf < < erf 
A 1 - 2 0 
Efficiency of § with respect to § 
Consider the difference 
.A . _ , li 
DgCXgi^X^g'921^631) - [MLS.E.CSg) - M.S.E.(§*)]/o2 • (p.lH) 
Then, from 5.5^ and 5.61 we obtain 
DgCXgi^Xsg^Bgl^Gsi) = ,(5.112) 
where 
" A(0,0,821'®3l) " •^^'*'21'^2^®21'®31^ 
and (5.113) 
®2^'^21^^32'®21'®31^ = B(0,0,02^,6^^) - B(X2^,X32,02^,03^) . 
From 5.113, we can easily see that expression 5.112 can be obtained from 
expression 5.5^ by eliminating the constant term and changing sign. Thus, 
^^(^21'^32^ ®21^ Ggg) " " ^ t6^^^^1'^32' ®21'®31^'^®^'^21^ ^ 2' ®21' ®31^^ 
As before, we can see that if w^ is proportional to k^, i=l,2,3; 
A A 
both estimates and equally efficient. 
An interesting property of the function ^2^^21'^32^®21'®31^ 
contained in the following lemma. 
2w, (k -k ) 
Lemma 5.15 If k > k and Ô e{(-co,-l) D (-m, —)] 
mk^„o 
U (0,m), where m = lim A(X„, ,X,„,l,l), then 
'^32-^°' 
lim n  Cii . y  _A -ft 'I >  n . 
q . • kii' yd-'ZL' -ji' -
21""' 
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Proof First; it can be verified that 
is always a nonpositive quantity. Now, it can also be verified that 
X3^^0ly(92l' ' 
0^ij(^21'Sl^ - ° ; (5.115) 
and 
o\t^t3 - • 
Using results 5.115 in 5.114 we can see that, since 
^ liJ^ - iii.(O)— 0 , 
hz'^ ° 
and 
for kg > , then 
X lis.0®2('^ 2l''^ 32'l'^ ) = 0 6(6+1] . (5.U6) 
133-^0 
Also, from Table 5.I, we can see that 
Xiiïi 0"2('^21'S2'^'^' = ' (5.117) 
*32"'° 
10-; 
as long as Û e (-=,-1) U (O,») . We notice that expression 5.117 is also, 
satisfied, for any 6^0, when = k_ . 
Now, it can be seen that 
KmX3(^2i'Si^ ' (5.118) 
and 
Using results 5.118 in 5.114 we can verify that 
2w, (k -k ) 
= 6{(-m)ô + ^ ^ 3 . (5.119) 
Again, from Table 5.1, we can see that 
' (5.120) 
2w(k -k ) 
if k > k and 6 e (-#, —) U (0,*) . 
"^23 
Wow, we shall show that is an increasing function 
in and Let >0, > 0, be small numbers and 
arbitrary finite. Thus, following analogous arguments as in the proof of 
Lemma 5.1, it can be verified that 
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lim [*I?,(1) - I^.(l)] = 0 , 
lim [*1^,(1,1) - I?,(1,1)] - O" , (5.121) 
"2" 
and 
0 iJ 
lijn [S* - S ] = O" . 
e^-to 
where »I?.(1), *1^.(1,1), and S* ^  , are 1, (1), 1° (1,1), and 
ij IJ 1 2^3 
t t ' respectively, with replaced by and. replaced 
by ^32 + 63 . 
Finally, consider the difference 
^2^^21"''^1''^32'''^2'^'^^ ~ ^2^^21^^32''^'^^ ' (5.122) 
Thus, using results 5.121 in 5.122, it can be seen that 
lim [D2(X22+e^,\^2+G2,l,l) - 02(^2^,^22'^^)} = 0^ô{6+l} , (5.123) 
Gg-^O 
which is the same as 5.II6. Thus, for > ly and 6 e (-^,-1) U (0,=°), 
expression 5.123 is equal to 0 . 
The above result shows that is an increasing function 
in ^22 X^2 « 1^ view of 5.117 and 5.120 and this result, the conclu­
sion of the lemma follows. 
1. Behavior of ) for ^^^trary but fixed 
The study of the function D^(X^, , EL_ ) for arbitrarv vAlum.? 
o ox jl. J± 
is simpler than the analogous study of the function 
10" 
. For the function , Lemma 5.11 
gives an assurance that there is a region in the neighborhood of the point 
< 62^= 1, 1 > ; where the function is nonnegative. Thus^ we can state 
and prove the following theorem. 
Theorem $.l6 Under the assumptions of Lemma 5.15 and for 
< ^2l'^ 32 ^  ^  arbitrary point in the set [0,œ) x [0,m) ,  ^  <  @ 2 1 ' ^  
e [l,co) X [l,m) such that ^32^ ®31^ ^ ° 
< Sgi'^si ^  sucb that 82^ < Gg^, - ^31 ' ^^ (^21'^32'^21'®3l) - ° ' 
Proof By Lemma 5.15, we know that DgfXg^^X^gflfl) > 0 . Thus, 
the existence of such a point < 821/^31 ^  assured. The result 
follows. 
For given values of ^21^^32^ Theorem 5.14 gives us a procedure to 
find a region in 9^^ and G^^ for -which the estimate is at least as 
A  
efficient as the estimate • 
2. Behavior of I^2^^21''^32'®21^®31^ ®21'®31 but fixed 
First, we shall prove the following lemma. 
Lemma 5.16 If < ^21^^31^ is an arbitrary point in the set 
[l,œ) X [l,=0, and if > k^ and 5 £ (-co,-l) U (0,m), then 
Proof In the proof of Lemma 5.15, ve have shown that 
108 
ana 
lim S, . . = O" . 
^21-^ ° 12 3 
À32-»0 
Thus, for any, fixed finite values 621^^31' immediate that 
A(^21'^2'®21'83i'  
^2"^° 
which is the same as 5.Ho. The result follows. 
Now we are ready to state and prove the following theorem. 
Theorem $.17 Under the assumptions of Lemma 5.16, 
9< %21'^32^^ ^ [0,=) X [0,=) such that = 0 and for 
all < ^ 21^\2^ ^21 - ^21 ' ^32 - ^32 ' ^2^^21''^2'®21'®31' -
Proof Lemma 5.16 assures that -whatever the arbitrary finite 
point < 621^^31^ maybe, ^ ^(^2i'^32'G2i'G3i) approaches zero from 'above*, 
as ^21'^^32' approach zero. The result follows from the analysis of 
all possible cases as ^ 0 and ^0 . 
G. Three Populations, with cr^ ^  cr^ ^ 
A A J 
Efficiency of with respect to ^  and 
From Sections E and F we see that, even if we know from previous 
experience the ranking of the population variances, the study of the 
A  A  A  
efficiency of with respect to and is rather complex. The 
complexity of the study increases when no knowledge of the ranking of the 
véu.\LâiiCcâ x£) <3.vâ.j.a.al»lc. nowevex", we auall give aomc xiiâj.uci.L.j.oii ox a, px"o-
A  
cedure to obtain sufficient conditions for the estimate to be at least 
109 
A 
as efficient as the estimates 5^ or . As before, consider the 
differences 
= [M.S.E.(%) - M.S.E. (?^)]/crJ . (5.124) 
f o r  t h e  o r d e r i n g  i j r  - w h e n  d . d e n o t e  b y  
— j a 
Afl) 
s:. : the always pool estimate 
: the never pool estimate (5.125) 
and 
A Ç*. : the sometimes pool estimate, ijr 
^fh l  I  We see immediately that M.S.E. (Ç^^|d-^.^ = l), h = 1,2, can be obtained 
from expressions 4.72 and 4.73, respectively. Similarly, 
M.S.E.= 1), can be obtained from expression 4.70. 
Now, we know that 
M.S.E.(§^) = E(%^-S)2 
3 
= Z: M.S.E.(M^)|d =l)P(d =1) , h = 1,2 . (5.126) 
i/j=r=l J ' ^  "J 
Similarly, 
3 
= I M-S.E. rç*. c. . 
10r xjr 
Thus, using results 5.126 and 5-127 in 5.124, we obtain 
M.S.E.(5„) Z . (Ç  d, =l)P(d.. =1) . (5.127) 
o 
Dl (\,i,8,.;i,j=l,2,3;i/j) = Z [M.S.E. (2^*^14 =1) (5.128) 
- M.S.E.(W d =l)]p(d =1), 
h=l,2. J ' ^  
110 
From D.I28, we see that Dh(\.^,8.^;i,j=l,2,3;i^g) is noimegative if 
J 
the difference 
(5.129) 
is nonnegative for every permutation i,j,r; h=l,2. For any particular 
permutation, sufficient conditions under which the difference 5.129 is 
nonnegative are given in Theorems 5.1^ and 5.15 for h = 1, and in Theorems 
5.16 and 5.17 for h = 2. Using this results it is possible to obtain a 
set of sufficient conditions under which the estimate is at least as 
A A 
efficient as 5^ or . 
Ill 
VI. APPLICATIONS TO SURVEY SAMPLING 
We shall now point out certain situations in s^orvey sanç>ling where 
the theory developed so far can be used with advantage and then give some 
numerical examples. 
Consider the problem of estimating the variance of the estimated mean 
in Stratified Sampling. It is well known that when the finite population 
correction factors can be ignored, the variance of the estimated mean is 
given by 
^ = Il I "î ' (6'i) 
where is the estimated mean, is the proportion of units in the ith 
stratum, n. is the sample size drawn from the ith stratum and is the 
' 1 1 
variance corresponding to the ith stratum. We see immediately that expres-
sion 6.1 is of the same form as § = ^Z^w^^cr? , where w^ = X?/n^ . 
Consider now the problem of determining the sample size required to 
estimate the mean with given precis sion, say V^ . It is known, that under 
proportional allocation, the sample size required to estimate the mean with 
variance V^ is given by 
n = J^X.a|/Vo , (6.2) 
where it has been assumed that the finite population correction factors can 
be ignored. Once again, we observe that expression 6.2 is of the same form 
as f; , where w. - X./V . 
1 i' o 
in Cluster Sampling we are omen interested in establishing a relation­
ship between the size of the cluster and the variation within the cluster. 
112 
Such relationships have been proposed by several authors. One of them 
viiich we shall consider is of the form 
= a # , (6.3) 
where a and g are certain constants to be determined, M is the size 
of the cluster, and 
N 0-? 
= 6 r ' 
where is the variance within the ith cluster and ÏÏ is the number of 
clusters. Expression 6.4 is again of the same form as 5 , where = 1/n. 
Finally, we shall consider a Two Stage Sampling scheme to estimate the 
population mean. If sampling at each stage is carried out with equal prob­
ability and without replacement, and finite correction factors can be 
assumed to be negligible, it is known that the variance of the estimated 
mean in two stage sampling is given by 
where is the variance among primary units, 5-2 as defined by 6.k is the 
variance between second-stage units within primary units, N is the number 
of primary units in the population, n is the number of primary units 
selected out of N, and m is the number of second stage units drawn from 
each of the n selected primary units. If we assume a sinple cost function 
C = c-j_n + Cg^ ; (6.6) 
where c^ is the cost for primary unit and Cg is the cost for second 
stage unit, then the optimum value of m i-Aiich minimizes v(x^) for 
fixed cost or minimizes the cost G for fixed variance is given by 
113 
D  
Again, we observe that expression 6.7 involves estimating given by 
6.4, which is of the same form as § with w^ = l/W . 
We shall now give some numerical examples to illustrate the theory 
k 
developed for estimating § = . 
Example 1 Consider the case of two populations (k=2) with 
< cr| . Let the weights w^ and w^ associated with and cr| be 0.20 
and 0.80, respectively. Let the sample sizes available from the two popu­
lations for estimating cr^ and cr| be n^ = l6 and n^ = 10 respectively. 
A  
The percentage relative bias of the estimate is given in 
Figure 6.1 for 0.2, 1.0, 1.6, 3.0, and 6.0. When , we obtain 
the percentage relative bias the estimate The graph of 
this function is also given in Figure 6.1. In general, is close to 
zero for large values of For < 1.0, decreases in abso­
lute value as increases and tends to zero as 9^^ tends to infinity. 
For large values of 3^(02^) increases in absolute value and then de­
creases for increasing value of It should be noted that except when 
*-1, B^(02^) is always smaller than in absolute value. 
A  
Let c^fXg^jGgl)' denote the relative efficiency of with 
respect to and ^ respectively. Then, from Figures 6.2 and 6.3, we 
see that, for 8^^ > 5 and X^^ < 1.0, ®i(^21^®21^ - so that 
A  A  A  
the estimate is at least as efficient as the estimates and • 
= [Bias(t^)/§] X 100 . 
11; 
Looking at Figure 6.2, we see that for ^ , e^ 1 and. 
the estimate ^ always leads to a smaller mean sqiiare error. This is so 
A  A  
in spite of th2 relatively large bias of ^ as compared with that of 
For > 5 and < 3, ®]_(^21'®21^ ^  for large values of 
and relatively high levels of significance of the preliminary test, the 
A  A  
estimate 5^ is always more efficient than the estimate 5^ . Finally, 
looking at Figure 6.3, we see that for Gg^^ < 2, ^ 
for small vfducG of ve see that for rela­
tively high levels of significance of the preliminary test, the estimate 
A  A  
is at least as efficient as . 
From the above observations, we see that in order to recommend an 
adequate size, a, for the preliminary test of significance so as to con-
A  
trol the bias and the mean square error of the estimate , it is a great 
help to have some idea about the likely values that G^^ can assume. 
A  A  
Consider once again the efficiency of with respect to . If 
we have information about Gg^ being less or equal to 4.0, we should 
A  
always use the estimate since ^^^21^^21^ ^ all the X values 
considered in our exançle. If however we have information about Gg^ 
being greater than 4.0, and we are willing to accept an estimate which has 
a relative efficiency of no less than e^ , say, we can follow a criterion 
similar to that suggested by Han and Bancroft (1968). Among all possible 
estimates with %2i e , where = ^^21'®1^'^21'®21^ - ®0 ®21^ 
we choose that estimate which maximizes over X^^ the minimum of 
relative efficiency of no less than 0,90, we see from Figure 6.2 that, for 
the Xg^ values considered, we should use X^^^ = 1.0 or a = 0.^4 as 
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the size of the preliminary test. 
Now consider the function egCXg^^S^^) given in Figure 6.3. If we 
have information about 8^^ being close to one, and we are willing to 
accept an estimate with relative efficiency of no less than e^ , we can 
follow the following criterion. Among all possible estimates with 
e Ag , where > e^ , for all 0^^ close to one], 
we choose that estimate which maximizes CgfXg^jl) over all X^^ . Thus, 
we see from Figure 6.3 that for Xg^ =5.0 or a = 0,02 as size of the 
preliminary test, the relative efficiency is never less than one and can 
be as large as the maximum. If we have no idea about the size of 9^^ , 
we can follow a conservative criterion. Assume again that we are willing 
to accept an estimate which has a relative efficiency of no less than e^. 
Then, among all possible estimates with Xg^ e A^ , where A^ = [Xg^: 
®2^^21'®21^ > Cq , for all , we choose that estimate which maximizes 
over Xg^ the minimum of 63^^21^ ®21^ over 6^^ . Thus, looking at 
Figure 6.3, we see that with this criterion, the chosen estimate is not 
A  
likely to gain too much over but also the loss is minimized. In our 
exançle, we see that if we are willing to accept an estimate with relative 
efficiency of no less than O.85, we should choose Xg^^^ 1.0 or a = 0.^4 
as size of the preliminary test of significance. 
Example 2 We shall consider once again the previous example 
but for the case when we have no knowledge about the relative magnitude of 
the two variances. The percentage relative bias the estimate 
P  4  m  T V * / - »  ^  I t  \  —  A T  T  Q  T i  —  O A  Jl  O  
7.0. As before, in general, B^(8g^) is small for large values of 0^^ 
and its behavior is similar to that discussed in Example 1. Further, 
is always smaller than in absolute value except when 
82^ tends to unity. It is interesting to note that for relatively large 
values of 8^^ , the bias of the estimate is not sensitive to . 
This is so because of the skewness of the Beta density functions. 
The relative efficiency of with respect to 
is given in Figure 6.5. Again, it is easy to identify sets of values 
of 022 and < ^21)^21^^ which e^(X2^^,X2^\> 1 , as well as 
eiCXg^^Xgi^^®21^ < 1 . Following our criteria we see from Figure 6.5 that 
if we are willing to accept an estimate whose relative efficiency is never 
less than O.65, say, we should choose Xg^^ = 1.9 and =4.0 or 
a = 0.86 as size of the preliminary test. As in the case of the bias, we 
see that for relatively large values of the relative efficiency is 
not sensitive to Xg^^. 
The relative efficiency ®21^ ^th respect to 
^2 is plotted in Figure 6.6. We see that, in general, the shape of the 
functions considered is the same as the one in Figure 6.3. From Figure 
6.6 we see that if we have information about being close to one, we 
should use Xg^^ = 0.1 and X^^= 7.0 or a= 0.004 as the size of the 
preliminary test. In this ease, the relative efficiency is never less 
than one and can be as large as the maximum. If there is no information 
about the size of and we are willing to accept an estimate with 
relative efficiency of no less than e^ , we can proceed as before and 
determine the size of the preliminary test of significance. Again, as in 
the case of the bias, we can see that for relatively large values of 
the relative efficiency is not sensitive to 
11? 
Example 3 Consider the case of three populations with 
— ^ 2 — the weights w^, w^, and w^, associated with cr^, cr^, 
and 0"! be 0.20, 0.50, and 0.30 respectively. Also, let the sample sizes 
available for estimating the three variances be 3, 15, and 13 respectively. 
The percentage relative bias of the estimate is 
plotted in Figure 6.7 for several points < k2i'^32 ^  ®21 ~ ^  
percentage relative bias 5^(82^,8^^) of the estimate is also given 
in Figure 6.7. We can see that, in general, for any point < ^21^^32 ^  
6^(821,031) increases as increases and starts decreasing after some 
time. For large values of B^CGgj^jG^^) is relatively small. As 
before, we see that except when > 1, always smaller 
than \(021'®31^ absolute value. 
Let ®i('^21'^2'®21^®31^ denote the relative efficiency of 5^ with 
A  
respect to , which is plotted in Figure 6.8, for several points 
< ^21/^32 ^  @22 = 2. We can see immediately that for all the points 
< )^21'^32 ^  considered in the graph, when 82^= 2, ei(\23_^V^2'®21'®31^ ^  ° 
for all values of G^^ . Of course, this result is not too infomative since 
we have not considered the variation in • It is easy to calculate 
the function ei(X22_j^22^ ®21'®31^ different values of < ^ 
and < 822,631 > . Unfortunatelly, the calculations involved are computer 
time consumming and as such this has not been attempted. 
To find the size of the preliminary test of significance the Bivariate 
F Distribution, under the null hypothesis, i.e., 82^ = 83^ = 1, was tabu­
lated and is given in Table 6.1. Thus, for < > = <2.7 > sav. 
the size of the preliminary test of significance is about O.38. 
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Table 6.1. Bivariate F distribution for f-, - 3, fp= 15, fg= 13 and 0 = 
8 1= 1 1 à 5 
1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 7.0 
1.0 0.1621 0.3306 0.3754 0.3871 0.3906 0.3918 0.3923 
2.0 0.2822 0.5352 0.5955 0.6103 0.6146 0.6160 0.6165 
3.0 0.3416 0.6324 0.6990 0.7150 0.7195 0.7210 0.7216 
4.0 0.3763 0.6882 0.7583 0.7749 0.7796 0.7812 0.7817 
5.0 0.3990 0.7243 0.7966 0.8136 0.8184 0.8200 0.8206 
6.00 0.4149 0.7496 0.8233 0.8406 0.8455 0.8471 0.8377 
7.0 0.4267 0.7683 0.8431 0.8606 0.8654 0.8670 0.8676 
Finally, we shall consider the relative efficiency e^Cx^^jX^ 
A  A  
of with respect to . The graph of this function for several points 
< ^21'^32 ^  ^21 ~ gi'^Gn in Figure 6.9. We notice that all the 
curves have the familiar shape already seen in the examples above. 
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